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1h SAFETY ANALYSIS
'-'

s

1h.1 CORE AND COOLANT BOUNDARY PROTECTION ANALYSIS

1h.1.1 ABNORMALITIES

In previous sections of this report both normal and abnormal operations of the
various systems and components have been discussed. This section summarizes
and further explores abnormalities that are either inherently terminated or re-
quire the normal protection systems to operate to maintain integrity of the fuel
and/or the reactor coolant system. These abnormalities have been evaluated for
the rated power of 2,633 MWt. Fission product dispersion in the atmosphere is
assumed to occur as predicted by the dispersion models developed in 2.3. Table
lk-1 su==arizes the potential abnormalities studied.

Table 14-1
amnormalities Affecting Core and Coolant Boundary

Event Analysis Assumntions Effect

Uncompensated Automatic control system Changes in reactor system 8
Operating Reac- inoperative or unused. average temperature. Auto-
tivity Changes matic reactor trip if un-

compensated. No equipment
damage or radiological hazard.

,

Start-Up Accident Uncontrolled single-group Power rise terminated by nega-
and all-group rod with- tive Doppler effect, control
drawal from suberiticality rod inhibit on short period,
with the reactor at zero high reactor coolant system
power. Only high flux and pressure, or overpower. No
high pressure trips we*e equipment damage or radiologi-
used to terminate the cal hazard,

accident.

Rod Withdrawal Uncontrolled single-group Power rise terminated by over-
Accident at Rated and all-group rod with- power trip or high-pressure
Power Operation drawal with the reactor at trip. No equipment ds= age or

rated power. Only high radiological hazard.
flux and high pressure
trips were used to termi-
nate the accident.

Moderator Dilution Uncontrolled addition of Slow change of power terminated
,

*Accident unborated water to the by reactor trip on high tem-
reactor coolant system perature or pressure. During
due to failure of equip- shutdevn a decrease in shut-
ment designed to limit down margin occurs, but criti- ;

'

flow rate and total water cality does not occur. No
addition. radiological hazard.

d||||k
'

#) '

Amendment No. g g
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Table lk-1 (Cont'd)

Event Analysis Assumptions Effect

Loss of Coolant Reactor coolant system None. Core prot. ted by re-
Flow flow decreases because of actor low-flow tr.) or loss-

mechanical or electrical of-power trip. No radiologi-
failure in one or more cal hazard.
reactor coolant pumps.
The only reactor protection
systems assumed are the flux-
flew and power-pump trips.

Stuck-Out, Stuck- Asymmetric rod monitor None. Suberiticality can be
In, or Dropped- operates to inhibit rod achieved if one rod is stuck
In Control Rod out-motion and run back out. (if stuck in er dropped

of secondary load. in, continued operation is
permitted if effect on power
peaking not severe.) No -

radiological hazard.

Loss of Electric Both a loss of load condi- Possible power reduction or
Power tion and a complete loss reactor trip, depending on

of all plant power are condition. Redundancy pro-
considered. One per cent vided for safe shutdown.
defective fuel plus a 1 Integrated thyroid dose at
gpm steam generator tube exclusion distance is 0.00h

.leakage are assumed. rem. -

Steam Line Reactor coolant leakage Reactor trips following a
Failure into the steam generator large rupture. Integratei

continues for 3 hours doses at exclusion distace
following reactor opera- are 0.002 rem whole body and
tion with 1". defective 0.25 rem thyroid.
fuel and 1 gpm steam
generator tube leakage.

Steam Generator Reactor coolant leakage Reactor autcmatically trips
Tube Failures into the steam generator if leakage exceeds normal

continues for 1 7 hours makeup capacity to reactor
followin6 reactor opera- coolant system. Integrated
tion with 1% defecti e doses at exclusion distance
fuel. are 0.38 rem whole body and

0.005 rem thyroid.

.

,

a,

0019
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C lh.l.2 ANALYSIS OF EFFECTS AND CONSEQUENCES

lb.1.2.1 Uncomuensated Orerating Reactivity Changes

16.1.2.1.1 Identification of Cause

During normal operation of the reactor, the overall reactivity of the core
changes because of fuel depletion and changes in fission product poison con-
centration. These reactivity changes, if left uncompensated, can cause op-
erating limits to be exceeded. In all cases, however, the reactor protection
system prevents safety limits from being exceeded. No damage occurs from these
conditions.

1h.1.2.1.2 Analysis and Results

During nonnal operation, the automatic reactor control system senses any reac-
tivity change in the reactor. Depending on the direction of the reactivity
change, the reactor power increases or decreases. Correspondingly, the reac- -

tor coolant system average temperature increases or decreases, and the auto-
=atic reactor control system acts to restore reactor power to the power demand
level and to reestatlish this temperature at its set point. If manual corree-
tive action is not taken or if the automatic control system malfunctions, the
reactor coolant system average temperature changes to compensate for the reac-
tivity change. It is assumed in the analysis that the secondary system
follows the temperature changes in the reactor coolant system. Table lh-2 8
summarizes these typical changes.

Table lk-2
Typeial Uncompensated Reactivity Changes 8

Maximum Rate of Average
Reactivity Rate, Temperature Change

Cause (ok/k)/ min (Uncorrected), F/ min

Fuel Depletion -1.7 x 10-7 -0.000h

Xenon Buildup -2.2 x 10-5 -0.660

These results are based on +0 5 x 10-b (ak/k)/F moderator coefficient and -1.17
x 10-3 (ak/k)/F Doppler coefficient. The Doppler coefficient is representative
of beginning of core life for the first cycle; however, the results shown are
conservative because the reactor has a negative moderator coefficient at the
beginning of core life for the first cycle. These reactivity changes are ex- -

tremely slow and allow the operator to detect and compensate for the change.
1

1h.1.2.2 Start-Un Accident

1h.1.2.2.1 Identification of Cause

1||||hI ''

The objective of a normal start-up is to bring a suberitical reactor to the'm

critical or slightly supeteritical condition, and then to increase power in a ()()* |{}j

Amend =ent No. 8
lk-3
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controlled manner until the desired power level and system eperating tempera-

ture are obtained. During a start-up, an uncontrolled reactivity addition ]
could cause a nuclear excursion. This excursion is terminated by the strong
negative Doppler effect if no other protective action operates.

The following design provisions minimize the possibility of inadvertent con-
tinuous rod withdrawal and limit the potential power a.;s sions:

a. The control system is designed so that only one control rod group
can be withdrawn at a time, except that there is a 25 per cent over-
lap in travel between two rod groups successively withdrawn. This
overlap occurs at the minimum worth positions for each group since
one group is at the end of travel and the other is at the beginning
of travel. The maximum calculated worth of any single control rod
group is 1.5 per cent Ak/k when the reactor is critical as specified
in 7 3.2.1.

b. Control red withdrawal rate is limited to 30 in./ min. ,

c. A short-period withdrawal stop and alam are provided in the source
range,

d. A short-period withdrawal stop and alarm are provided in the inter-
mediate range.

e. A high flux level and a high-pressure trip are provided in the power
range. N

The criterion for the analysis of this accident is that the reactor protection
system shall be designed to limit (a) the reactor thermal power to 112 per cent
of rated power, and (b) the reactor coolant system pressure so as not to exceed
code preesure limits.

14.1.2.2.2 Methods of Analysis

A BW digital comt ater model of the reactor core and coolant system was used to
determine the G aracteristics of this accident. This model used full reactor
coolant flow, but no heat transfer out of the system and no sprays in the pres-
surizer. The rated-power Doppler coefficient -1.17 x 10-5 (Ak/k)/F was used
although the Doppler is much larger than this for the principal part of the
transient. The rods were assu=ed to be moving along the steepest part of the

rod-vorth versus rod-travel curve. The values of the principal parameters used
are shown'in Table lh-3.

<

d

0021 ,)
!
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Table 14-3._ -

Startup Accident Analysis Parameters

Control Rod Group Worth, % Ak/k 15
Control Red Speed, in./ min 30

Doppler Coefficient, (Ak/k)/F -1.17 x 10-5
Morderator Coefficient, (Ak/k)/F(a) +0.5 x 10-h
CRA Insertion Time (2/3 Insertion), s 1.h
Trip Delay Time (High Flux Trip), s 0.3
Trip Delay Time (High Pressure Trip), s 05

(a)This is a conservative value because the reactor
has a negative moderator coefficient.

.

In addition, the criterion for minimum movable control rod worth is that a shut-

down margin of 1 per cent Ak/k at the hot standby condition is required
(3.2.2.1.2). The start-up accident has been analyzed using the minimum tripped
rod worth as part of the analysis.

The start-up accident was analyzed from 1 per cent Ak/k suberitical at the hot,
pressurized condition.

1h.1.2.2.3 'Results of Analysis

Figure 1k-1 shows the results of withdrawing the maximum vorth control rod
group at a rod speed of 30 in./ min from 1 per cent suberitical. This group is
worth a maximum of 1.5 per cent Ak/k. This rod velocity and worth result in a
maximum reactivity additf_on rate of 1.09 x 10-4 (Ak/k)/s. The Doppler effect
begins to slow the neutron power (*) rise, but the heat to the coolant increases
the pressure past the trip point, and the transient is terminated by the high-
pressure trip.

Figure 14-2 shows the results of withdrawing all 49 control rod assemblies at
the maximum speed (with a total vorth of 8 per ceit Ak/k) from 1 per cent sub-
critical. Although the calculated total rod worth (Table 3-2) is slightly
higher, the sensitivity analysis in Figures 14-3 and 14-h indicate that the
difference vill have little effect on the analysis. This results in a mnvimum
reactivity addition rate of 5.8 x 10-h ( Ak/k)/s. The neutron power peaks at
288 per cent, where the power rise is stopped by the negative Doppler effect.
The high neutron flux trip takes effect 0.3 s after the peak power is reached
and terminates the transient. The peak thermal heat flux is only h2 per cent ~

of the rated power heat flux.

U*I 0022
neutron power is defined as the total energy release from fission.

_
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A sensitivity analysis was performed on both of these start-up accidents to <"]determine the effect of varying several key parameters. Variation of the trip -/'

delay time from 0.1 to 0 7 s resulted in a change in peak thermal power of
only 5 per cent. Figures lk-3 through 1h-6 show typical results for the single
group, 1 5 per cent ak/k start-up accident.

Figures 1h-3 and ih-h show the effect of varying the reactivity addition rate
on the peak thermal power and peak neutron power. This reactivity rate was
varied from more than an order of magnitude below the nominal single rod-group
rate used for analysis (i.e. , the rate for the maximum-worth 15 per cent ak/k
group) to a rate above that for simultaneous withdrawal of all rods. The
sicver rates--up to about 2.0 x 10-k (ak/k)/s--will result in the pressure trip
being actuated. Only the very fast rates actuate the high neutron flux level
trip.

Figures ik-5 and lh-6 show the peak thermal power variation as a function of a
wide range of moderator and Doppler coefficients for the 1 5 per cent ak/k rod
group. The peak thermal power varied about 10 per cent from the nominal case
for the moderator coefficient variation, and also by about 10 per cent from the
uominal for the range of Doppler coefficients. Figures 1h-7 and 1h-8 are the
corresponding results from the withdrawal of all rods (8 per cent ak/k).

None of these postulated start-up accidents, except for reactivity addition
rates greater than 2 x 10-3 (ak/k)/s, which is three times greater than for
withdrawal of all rods at once, causes a thermal power peak in excess of 100
per cent rated power or a ncminal fuel rod average temperature greater than
1,150 F. The nominal 1.5 per cent ak/k rod group withdrawal causes a peak )pressurizer pressure of 2,515 psia, the relief valve ret point. The capacity
of the relief valves is adequate to handle the maximum rate of coolant expan-
sion resulting from a start-up accident at 2 x 10-3 (ak/k)/s.

It is concluded that the reactor is completely protected against any start-up
accident involving the withdrawal of any or all control rods, since in no case
does the thermal power approach 112 per cent, and the peak pressure never ex-
ceeds code allowable limits,

1h.1.2.3 Rod Withdrawal Accident at Rated power Oneration

1h.1.2.3.1 Identification of cause

A rod withdrawal presupposes an operator error or equipment failure which re-
sults in accidental withdrawal of a control rod group while the reactor is at

* rated power. As a result of this assu=ed accident, the power level increases,
' the reactor coolant and fuel red temperatures increase, and, if the withdrawal
is not terminated by the operator or protection system, core damage would
cventually occur.

,

The following provisions are made in the design to indicate and terminate this
cecident:

a. High reactor outlet coolant temperature alarms.

b.' High reactor coolant system pressure alarms. 00M )
'#

Ik-6
.
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'

c. High pressurizer level alarmu.

d. High reactor outlet coolant temperature trip.

e. High reactor coolant system pressure trip.

f. High power level (i.e., neutron flux level) trip.

The rod withdrawal accident analysi" is performed with the criterion that the
reactor protection system vill limi (a) the reactor thermal power to 112 per
cent of rated power, and (b) the reactor coolant system pressure to code al-
lovable limits.

1h.1.2.3.2 Methods of Analysis

A 3&W digital ec=puter code was used to determine the characteristics of this
accident. A complete kinetics model, pressure model, average fuel rod model,
steam de=and model with secondary coastdown to decay heat level, coolant trans-
port model, and a simulation of the instrumentation for pressure and flux trip
were included. The initial conditions were normal rated power operation with-
out autc=atic control. Only the moderator and Doppler coefficients of reac-
tivity were used as feedback. The nominal values used for the main parameters
are shown in Table 1k-4.

Table lk-4
Rod Withdrawal Accident Analysis Parameters

Trip Delay Time (High Pressure Trip), s 0.5
Trip Delay Time (High Flux Trip), s 0.3
CRA Insertion Time (2/3 Insertion), s 1.h

Doppler Coefficient, (ak/k)/F (-) 1.17 x 10-5
Moderator Coefficient, (ak/k)/F("} (+) 0.5 x 10-4
Control Rod Speed, in./ min 30

Control Rod Group Worth, 5 Ak/k 1.5

(a)This is a conservative value because the reactor e

has a negative moderator coefficient.

_

The criterion for minimum movable control rod vorth is that a shutdown margin
of 1 per cent ak/k at the hot stand-by condition is required (3.2.2.1.2) . The
red withdrawal accident has been analyzed using the minimum tripped rod worth
as part of the analysis.

09.24
Lm; g
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-1h.1.2.3.3 Results of Analysis

Figure lk-9 shows the results of the nominal rod wi
usingthe15percentak/krodgroupat1.09x10ghdrawalfromratedpower~

(ak/k)s. The transient
is terminated by a high neutron flux level trip, and the reactor thermal power,

is limited to 106 per cent., well below the design overpower of 112 per cent of
rated power. The changes in the parameters are all quite small. For example,
the average reactor coolant temperature rise is only about 2 F and system pres-
sure increase is only 70 psi.

A sensitivity analysis of'important parameters was performed around this nominal
case, and the resultant react + coolant system pressure responses are shown in
Figures 14-10 through 14-13.

Figure lb-10 shows the pres .re variation for a very vide range of rod with-
drawal rates--more than an order of magnitude smaller and greater th u the
nominal case. For the very rapid rates, the neutron flux level trip is actuated.
This is the primary protective device for the reactor core. It also protects -

'

the system agair.st high pressure during fast rod withdrawal accidents. The
high-pressure trip is relied upon for the slower transients. In no case does
the thermal power exceed 109 per cent rated power.

Figu as 1k-11 through-lh-13 show the pressure response to variations in the trip
delay time, Doppler coefficient, and moderator coefficient. In all cases the
neutron flux level trip is actuated.

An analysis has been performed extending the evaluation of the rod withdrawal ]
accident for various fractional initial power levels up to rated power. This j
evaluation has been performed assuming simulated withdrawal of all h9 centrol
rods giving a maximum reactivity addition rate of 5.8 x 10-h (ak/k)/s. "his
rate is a factor of six higher than that used in the cases evaluated for with-

-drawal of a single group. The results of this analysis are shown in Figures
1h-14 and 14-15 -

As seen in Figure lk-14, the peak thermal power occurs for the rated power case
and is well below the maximum design power of 112 per cent. The peak neutron
power for all cases is approximately 116 per cent of rated power and represents
a slight overshoot above the trip level of 112 per cent. Figure 14-15 shows
that the maximum fuel temperature reached in the average rod and the hot spot
are well below melting. Even in the most severe case at rated power, the aver-
age fuel temperature increased by only 24 F. It is therefore, readily con-
cluded that no fuel damage would result from simultaneous withdrawal of all
rods from any initial power level.

This analysis demonstrates that the high-pressure trip and the high flux level
trip adequately protect the reactor against any rod withdrawal accident from
rated power. s

14.1.2.4 Moderator Dilution Accideg

lk.1.2.h.1 Id.wntification of Cause

,,The reactor util$v.es boron in the form of boric acid in the reactor coolant

W t'o' control excess reactivity. The boron content of the reactor coolant is

002Yg

'
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periodically reduced to compensate for fuel burnup. The dilution water is sup--

plied to the reactor coolant system by the makeup and purification system.
This system is designed with several interlocks and alarms to prevent improper
operation. These are as follows:

.

a. Flow of dilution water to the letdown tank =ust be initiated by the
operator. The dilution water addition valve can be opened only when
the control rods have been withdrawn to a preset (95 per cent with-
drawn) position and the timing device to limit the integrated flow
has been set. Dilution water is added at flow rates up to 70 gpm
at 2,200 psia.

b. Flow of dilution water is automatically stopped when either the flow
has integrated to a preset value or when the rods have been inserted
to a preset position (at 75 per cent full stroke).

c. A Dilute Permit light and feed and bleed valve position lights on the
console are on whenever dilution is in progress.

The =akeup and purification system normally has one pump in operation which
supplies makeup to the reactor coolant system and the required seal flow to the
reactor coolant pumps. Thus, the total makeup flow available is normally lim-
ited to 70 gpm. When the makeup rate is greater than the letdown rate, the net
water increase vill cause the pressurizer level control to close the makeup
valves. The nominal moderator dilution event considered is the pumping of
water with aero boron concentration from the makeup tank to the reactor cool-

; ant syste.n by use of the makeup pup.

It is possible, however, to have a slightly higher flow rate during transients
when the system pressure is lover than nominal value and the pressurizer
level is below normal. This flow might temporarily be as high as 100 gpm.

'

Further= ore, with a combination of =ultiple valve failures or =aloperations,

plus more than one makeup pu=p operating with reduced reactor coolant system
pressure, the resulting inflow rate could be as high as 500 gym. This con-
stitutes the maximum dilution accident. A reactor trip would terminate un-
borated water addition to the makeup tank, and total flow into the coolant ;

system would be terminated by a high pressurizer level.

The criteria for reactor protection in this accident are:

1

a. The reactor thermal power vill be limited to less than the design
overpower of 112 per cent rated power. l

b. The reactor coolant system pressure vill be limited to less than l

the code allowable limit. |

H
c. The reactor minimum shutdown margin of 1 per cent ak/k suberitical |

vill be maintained. )
|

14.1.2.4.2 Analysis and Results {

The reactor is assumed to be operating at rated power with an initial boron
' , concentration of 1,200 ppm in the reactor coolant system. The dilution water

.
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is unifor::Qy distributed throughout the reactor coolant volume. Uniform dis-
tribution results from a discharge rate of 70 - 500 gpm into a reactor coolant *

flow of 88,000 gpm. A change in concentration of 100 ppm produces a 1 per cent
ak/k reactivity change. The analysis is based on +0.5 x 10-h (ak/k)/F modera-
tor coefficient, -1.17 x 10-5 (ak/k)/F Doppler coefficient, and 1200 ppm
boron concentration, representative of beginning of core life conditions.
This value for the moderator coefficient yields conservative results because
the actual coefficient is negative. The effects of the three dilution rates

discussed above on the reactor are shown in Table IL-5

Table lk-5
Moderator Temnerature Change Resulting From Dilution

Average Reactor
Dilution Water Reactivity Rate, Coolant System

Flow, com (ak/k)/s Temo Change, F/s

70 +1.6 x 10-6 0,00h

100 +2.3 x 10-6 0.006

500 +1.2 x 10-5 0.033

The highest rate of dilution can be handled by the automatic control system,
which would insert rods to maintain the power level and thus limit the reactor

'

coolant system temperature rise. If an interlock failure occurred while the
reactor was under manual control, these reactivity additions would cause a high
reactor coolant temperature trip or a high-pressure trip. In any event, the
thermal power vill not exceed 112 per cent rated power, and the system pres-
sure vill not exceed code allowable limits. Therefore, moderator dilution3

' accidents vill not cause any damage to the reactor system.

During refueling or maintenance operations when the reactor closure head has

been removed, the sources of dilution water makeup to the makeup tank--and
therefore to the reactor coolant system--are locked closed, and the makeup
pumps are not operating. At the beginning of core life when the boron concen-
tration is highest, the reactor is about 9 5 per cent ak/k suberitical with the
maximum worth rod stuck out. To demonstrate the ability of the reactor to
Occept moderator dilution during shutdown, the consequences of accidentally,
filling the makeup tank with dilution water and starting the makeup pumps have
been evaluated. The entire water volume from the makeup tank could be pumped
into the reactor coolant system (assuming only the ecolant in the reactor ves-
sel is diluted), and the reactor would still be 5.6 per cent ak/k suberitical.

,1

lb.l.2.5 Cold-Water Accident

The absence of individual loop isolation valves eliminates the potential source
> of cold water in the reactor coolant system. This is not a credible accident,

in this reactor.

00?A
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(' ' 1h.1.2.6 Loss-of-Coolant Flow

s

1h.1.2.6.1 Identification of Cause

~

A reduction in the reactor coolant flow rate occurs if one or = ore of the reac-
tor. coolant pumps should fail. A pumping failure can occur from mechanical
failures or from a loss of electrical power. With four independent pumps avail-
able, a mechanical failure in one pump vill not affect operation of the others.

Each reactor coolant pump receives electrical power from one of the two elec-
trically separate busses of the 13,800 volt system discussed in 8.2.2.3 Loss

2of the unit auxiliary transformer to which the 13,800 volt busses are nonnally
connected will initiate a rapid transfer to the start-up transformer source
without loss of coolant flev. Faults in an individual pu=p motor or its power
supply could cause a reduction in flow, but a complete loss of forced flow is
extremely unlikely. In spite of the low probability of this event, the nuclear
unit has been designed so that such a failure would not lead to core damage.

.

The reactor protection criterion for loss-of-coolant-flow conditions starting
at rated power is that the reactor core shall not reach a Departure From Nu-
cleate Boiling Ratio (DNBR) smaller than the DNER in the hot channel at the
steady-state design overpower (112 per cent rated power). This corresponds to
a DNBR of 1. 50 ( 3. 2. 3. 2. 3 d ) .

14.1.2.6.2 Methods of Analysis

f The loss-of-coolant-flow accident is analyzed by a combination of analog and
digital computer programs. Analag simulation is used to determine the reactor
flow rate following loss of pumping power. Reactor power, coolant flow, and
inlet temperature are input data to the digital program which determines the
core thermal characteristics during the flow coastdown.

The B&W digital computer model used to determine the neutron power following
reactor trip includes six delayed neutron groups, control rod worth and rod
insertion characteristics, and trip delay time. The analog model used to de-
termine flow coastdown characteristics includes description of flow-pressure
drop relations in the reactor coolant loop. Pump flow characteristics are
determined from manufacturers' performance curves. Flow-speed, flow-torque,
and flow-head relationships are solved by affinity laws.

A transient, thermal-hydraulic, B&W digital computer progra= is used to compute
channel DNBR continuously during the coastdown transient. System flow, neutron

*

power, fission product decay heat, and core entering enthalpy are varied as a
function of time. The program maintains a transient inventory of stored heat
which is determined from fuel and clad temperatures beginning with the initial
steady-state conditions. The transient core pressure drop is determined for
average channel conditions. The representative hot channel flows and corre- '

sponding DNBR are obtained by using the average core pressure drop. The hotf
channel DNBR as a function of time is compared with the design DNBR at maxi-,

< mum overpower to determine the degree of heat transfer =argin.

,,The;1oss-of-coolant-flow analysis has been carried out in the power range for
,

- coastdown from power levels between 100 to 112 per cent rated power. Conditions
utilized in the analysis are as follows: gg,.
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Initial core. inlet temperature foi given power level is assumed toa.
;

be plus 2 F in error. 4

b. Initial system pressure is assumed to be minus 67 osi in error,

Trip delay time, i.e., time from sensor detection of loss of powerc.
to the pumps until initial downward movement of control rod, is 500
milliseconds,

d. The per cent of beginning-of-life neutron power as a function of time
after loss of pumps is as shown in Figure 3-5 This figure also con-
tains the shutdown characteristics for a minimum of 1.0 per cent shut-
down margin at the hot standby condition.

2e. The pump inertia is 70,000 lb-ft ,

1h.1.2.6.3 Results of Analysis
*

The results of this analysis show that the reactor can sustain a loss-of-coolant-
flow accident without damage to the fuel. The results of the evaluation arepresented in Figures ih-16 and 1h-17 Figure lh--16 shows the per cent reactor
flow as a function of time after loss of all pump power. Figure lh-17 shows
the minimum DNBR which occurs during the coastdown from various initial power
levels using the minimum tripped rod worth assuming 1% ak/k suberitical margin
at hot standby. The degree of core protection during coastdown is indicated
by comparing the mini =tm DNBR for the coastdown (1 77) with the criterion value ,)of 1.50.- This DNBR (1.50) in the hot channel corresponds to a 99 per cent con- )fidence that 99 96 per cent of the fuel rods in the core vill not experience a
departure from nucleate boiling under steady-state conditions at the designoverpower (3.2.3.1).

,

Under normal conditio'ns, the maximum indicated reactor power level from which
a loss-of-coolant-flow accident could occur is 100 per cent rated power (as in-
dicated by reactor instrumentation). The rated power is an instrument-indicated
value and is subject to a 2 per cent heat balance error. The true power level
could be as high as 102 per cent. As shown in Figure lk-17, however, the DNBR
at 102 per cent is 1.70 for the minimum rod worth available. The coastdown
from rated power results in a minimum DNBR of 1 77 which is considerably larger
than the 112 per cent overpower minimum DNBR of 1.50.

.

The reactor coolant system is capable of providing natural circulation flow
after the pumps have stopped. The natural circulation characteristics of the
reactor coolant system have been calculated using conservative values for all

|resistance and form loss factors. No voids are assumed to exist in the core
or reactor outlet piping. The following tabulation shows the natural'circula-

.tion flow capability as a function of the decay heat generation. J
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Time After Decay Heat Natural Circulation Flow Required for
''

Loss of Core Power, Core Flow Available, Heat Removal,
Power, s % % Pull Flow % Pull Flov

3.6 x 101 5 h.6 2.3
2.2 x 102 3 3.8 1.2

k1.2 x 10 1 2.h 0.36
1.3 x 105 0.5 1.6 0.20

The flows above provide adequate heat transfer for core cooling and decay heat
removal by the reactor coolant system.

The . reactor is protected against reactor coolant pump failure (s) by t'he reactor
protective syst=m and the integrated control system. The integrated control
system initiates a power reduction on pump failure to prevent reactor power
from exceeding that permissible for the available flow. The reactor is tripped -

if insufficient reactor coolant flow exists for the power level.

1h.1.2 7 Stuck-Out, Stuck-In, or Drotted-In Control Rod

1h.1.2 7 1 Identification of Cause

The control rod drives have been described in 3.2.h.3 The results of con-
tinuous control rod withdrawal have been analyzed in 14.1.2.2 and 1h.1.2.3.
In the event that a control rod cannot be moved because of electrical faults
or mechanical seizure, localized power peaking and suberitical margin must be
considered.

1h.1.2.7.2 Analysis and Results
'

Adequate hot suberitical margin is provided by requiring a suberiticality of
1% ok/k suberitical with the control rod of greatest worth fully withdrawn
from the core. The nuclear analysis reported in 3.2.2 demonstrates that this
criterion can be satisfied.

In the event that an unmovable control rod is par tially or fully inserted in
the core or a single rod is dropped during operation, its location and effect
on local power distribution determine whether continued power operation is
permissible. The location of a stuck rod in the core vill be studied further
to define permissible conditions of operation. The criteria for these studies
are (a) operatiod with a stuck rod vill not increase the DNB probability above
the probability specified for design conditions, and (b) a hot suberitical
margin of 1% ak/k will be maintained with the stuck rod in its inoperative
position and the operating rod of greatest reactivity *vorth in the fully with-
drawn position. -

If a control rod is dropped into the core during power operation, the smse
consideration of localized power peaking as for a stuck rod will apply.

- .

'
~
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14.1.2.8 Loss of Electric Power ri
;.

14.1.2.8.1 Identification of Cause

The Davis-Eesse Station is designed to withstand the .ffects of a loss of electric
load or electric power. Emergency power systems are described in 8.2.3. Two
types of power losses are considered:

a. A loss of load condition caused by separation of the unit from.the
transmission system,

b. A hypothetical condition which results in a complete loss of all sys-
tem and station power except the station battery.

The reactor protection criteria for these conditions are that fuel damage will
rot occur from an excessive power-to-flow ratio nor will the reactor coolant
system pressure exceed design pressure.

1k.1.2.8.2 Results of Loss-of-Load Condition Analysis

The station has the capability to accommodate a loss of-load condition without
a reactor or turbine trip. The net effect of a le s-of-load condition on the
station would be opening of the main generator breakers, thus disconnecting
the station from the entire transmission system. When this occurs, a runback
signal on the integrated master controller causes an automatic power reduction
to 15 per cent power. Other actions which occur include:

All vital electrical loads, including puwer to the reactor coolanta.
pu=ps, condenser circulating water pumps, condensate and condensate
booster pumps, and other auxiliary equipment, will continue to ob-
tain power from the unit generator. Feedvater is supplied to the
steam generators by steam-driven feed pumps.

b. As the electrical load is dropped, the turbine generator accelerates
and closes the governor valves and reheater intercept valves. The
unit frequency will peak at less than the overspeed trip point and
decay back to set frequency in h0-50 s.

c. Following closure of turbine governor valves and reheat intercept
valves, steam pressure increases to the turbine bypass valve set
point, and may increase to the steam syste= safety valve set point.
Steam is relieved to the condenser and to the at=csphere.- Steam
venting to the atmosphere occurs for about three minutes following
loss-of-load from 100 per cent initial power until the turbine bypass
can handle all excess steam generated. About 350,000 pounds of steam
will be relieved to the atmosphere. Steam relief permits energy re-
moval from the reactor coolant system to prevent a high pressure re- "

actor trip. The initial power runback is to 15 per cent power, which
is a higher power level than needed for the unit auxiliary load.

. This allows sufficient steam flow for regulating turbine speed con-
trol. Excess steam above unit auxiliary lead requirements is re-
jected by the turbine bypass valves to the condenser.

0031 '
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d. During the short interval while the turbine speed is high, the vital

f electrical loads connected to the unit generator vill undergo speed
increase in proportion to the generator frequency increase. All Pumps ,
motors and electrical gear so connected . sill withstand the increased
frequency.

After the turbine generator has been stabilized at 15 per cent powere.
set frequency, the station operator may reduce reactor power to the
auxiliary lead as desired.

The loss-of-load accident does not result in any fuel damage or excessive pres-
sures on the reactor coolant system. There is no resultant radiological hazard
to station operating personnel or to the public from this accident as only sec-
ondary system steam is discharged to the atmosphere.

If the station was being operated with 1 per cent defective fuel and 1 gpm
steam generator leakage, the leaking reactor coolant would be vaporized and
carried into the condenser with the normal steam flow. Most of the radioactive

~iodine would go into the condensate and be removed by the full flow condensate
demineralizers. However, a loss-of-load would result in direct venting of
steam to the atmosphere for three minutes. During this period 0.06 dose
equivalent curies of I-131 vould be released. The integrated thyroid dose
at the site boundary from this release would be 0.00h rem.

1h.1.2.8.3 Results of Complete Loss of All Station Power Analysis

The second power loss considered is the hypothetical case where all station
i power except the station batteries is lost. The sequence of events and the

evaluation of consequences relative to this accident are:

a. A loss of power results in gravity insertion of the control rods and
trip of the turbine stop valves.

b. The steam generator safety valves actuate after the turbine stop
valves trip and prevent excessive temperatures and pressures in the
reactor coolant system.

c. The reactor coolant system flow decays without fuel damage occurring.
Decay heat removal after coastdown of the reactor coolant pumps is
provided by the natural circulation characteristics of the system.
This capability is discussed in the loss-of-coolant-flow evaluation
(1h.1.2.6).

d. Two turbine-driven auxiliary feedvater pumps are provided to supply
feedvater any time the main feed pumps cannot operate. The auxil-
iary feed pumps take suction from the deareater and the condensate

a storage tanks and are driven by steam from either or both steam j
'

generators. The auxiliary feedvater system is di ussed in Section

L
'

ooad
;'w .

,
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9.10. The controls and auxiliary systems for the auxiliary feed pumps )
operate en d-c power from the station batteries.

A recirculation line from the auxiliary pump discharge back to the
deareator is provided to permit periodic testing.

e. There vill normally be 120,000 gallons of water in the two deaerator
storage tanks for cooldown. This is adequate to ecol down to 280F
vhereupon the decay heat system vill continue the cooldown. The
deaerator storage is backed up by additional stora6e in the conden-

i

6| sate storage tanks.

The features described above permit decay heat cooling of the nuclear unit for
an extended period of time following a complete loss of outside electric power.

The above evaluation demonstrates the features incorporated in the design to
sustain loss of power conditions with only the station battery to operate sys-
tem controls. L==ediate operation of the auxiJiary feedvater pump and the
emergency condenser cooling water system is not of critical nature. The reac-
ter can sustain a complete electric pov r loss without emergency cooling for
about 23 min before the steam volume in sSe pressurizer is filled with reactor
coolant. These 23 minutes are derived as follows:

Steam generators evaporate to dryness 9 min
Pressurizer relief valves open 5 min

i
Pressurizer fills with water (due to /

reactor coolant system expansion) 9 min

23 min

Beyond this time reactor coolant will boil off, and an additional 83 min vill
have elapse" before the boiloff vill start to uncover the core.

The auxiliary feedvater pump can be actuated within this period of time. At-
cordingly, core protection is ensured for the unlikely condition of total loss
of station electric power.

1h.1.2.9 Steam Line Failure

14.1.2.9 1 Identification of cause

Analyses have been performed to determine the effects and consequences of loss

of secondary coolant due to a 36 in. 0.D. double-ended, steam line rupture.

The criteria for plant protection and the release of fission products to the
,

environment are as follows:

a. The core vill remain intact for effective core cooling, assuming
minimum tripped rod worth with a stuck rod.

b. No steam generator tube loss of primary boundary integrity vill occur
due to the loss of secondary side pressure and resultant temperature /'

_.-
,

gradients.
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s c. Doses vill be within 10 CFR 100 limits.
f

14.1.2.9.2 Analysis and Results

Accident Dynamics

The loss of secondary coolant due to a failure of a steam line between the steam
generator and the turbine causes a decrease in steam pressure, thus placing a
demand on the control system for increased feedvater flow. The turbine control
valves vill open to maintain power generation. Increased feedvater flow, ac-
companied by steam flow through the turbine stop valves and the break, lovers
the average reactor coolant temperature. The limiting action in this condi-
tion is the 102 per cent power demand to the rod drive control system.

The steam line failure was analyzed for the maximum break size to determine the
maximum cooling effects on reactor coolant and related core reactivity effects.
In addition, two plant conditions were considered; one uses a positive modera-
tor coefficient, the other represents end-of-core-life (EOL) condition with a
negative moderator coefficient.

The rate of reactor system cooling following a steam line break accident is also
a function of the steam generator water inventory available for cooling. The
steam generator inventory increases with power level. The inventory at rated
power is 55,000 lb. This decreases linearly to 20,000 lb at 15 per cent of
rated power. The larger 4.nventory results in a greater mass available for cool-
ing.

,

A steam line rupture of small area causes a relatively slow decrease in steam
pressure. With a positive moderator temperature coefficient the reactor power
will decrease when the control system reaches the power de=and limit because
of ths continuing temperature decrease. The reactor vill then trip on low re-
actor coolant system pressure, causing a turbine trip. It is impossible for
the reactor in this condition to return to criticality.

When the moderator temperature coefficient is negative, the reactor power vill N

increase with decreasing average coolant te=perature. This will cause control
rod insertion in an attempt to limit reactor power to 102 per cent. Additional
cooling causes a reduction in reactor coolant pressure and an increase in neu-
tron power. The reactor trips on low reactor coolant pressure or high neutron
power.

Following the trip the turbine stop valves and feedvater control valves close.
The steam generator in the steam loop associated with the rupture blows dry, |
and decay heat is removed by the unaffected steam generat 'r by steam flow
through the turbine bypass valve.

|

The analysis for the maximum break size (36 in. outside diameter) at rated
power shows results similar to those discussed above, but repretents the
vorst condition for a steam line rupture accident. With a positive moderator
coefficient the, reactor vill trip on low pressure, making it impossible for
the reactor to return to criticality because of continuing decrease in
reactor coolant temperature. A negative moderator coefficient (EOL) would
result in a reactor power increase with decreasing average reactor coolant
temperature. A controlled cooldown rate can be established-by fee v ter
isolation. gg4
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Analysis Inputs *

The following initial conditions are assumed:

Before the accident, the reactor is operating at 100% power (2,633a.
MWt) with a high flux trip setting of 112%.

b. Doppler coefficient (EOL) is -1.2 x 10-5 (ak/k)/F.

Moderator coefficient is -3.0 x 10 k (ak/k)/F, corresponding to E0L.c.

d. Rod drop starts 0.3 s after the trip point is reached, and 2/3 inser-
tion occurs in 1.h seconds. The tripped rod worth (3.h6% ak/k) cor-
responds to the minimum worth available with the maximum' vorth rod
stuck out at EOL.

The following sequence of events occurs following a steam line rupture:
.

a. As a result of reactor trip, the turbine stop valves close.

b. Feedvater flow is held at 100% until reactor trip occurs. The trip
also causes the closing of the feedvater main control valves and
feedwater startup valves.

The auxiliary feedwater pump is started on a loss of dischargec.
pressure on the main feedwater pumps (800 psia).

3
d. Auxiliary feedwater isolation valves open and normal feedwater ,)

isolation valves close. (See Figure 10-1.)
t

The feedwater isolation valves upstream of startup valves closee.
when the auxiliary feedwater pump has started and auxiliary
feedwater isolation valve is opening.

5 f. The feedwater startup and main control valves follow control system
requirements for steam generator minimum level control.

g. The unaffected steam generator is isolated, on the steam side, by
the automatic closing of the steam line isolation valves. The
turbine bypass valve opens on high pressure. Steam flow through
this valve to the condenser is the means of removing core decay heat.

h. The operator ensures that the feedwater valves are closed and
remain closed on the affected steam generator.

Evaluation Results
.

After a steam line rupture both steam generators blev down at the same rate
until a reactor trip occurs (6 s), which closes the turbine stop valves and
fcedwater startup and main centrol valves on both steam generators. The un-
cffected steam generator is isolated, resulting in a pressure increase until
the turbine bypass valve opens. This bypass valve remains open until the re-
cetor coolant temperature goes below 550 F at which time this valve closes.

J
.
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The steam generator with the assumed break vill continue to blev down after the
fe9dvster valves are closed. The operator assures that the startup and main
control valves in this generator remain closed by switching the feedvater valve
controller to manual. The steam generator blows dry approximately 50 seconds
after the steam line rupture has occurred.

The unaffected steam generator (that has been isolated on the steam side) has
the capability of removing core decay heat by venting steam through the turbine
bypass valve. .When the reactor coolant temperature is above 550 F, the turbine
bypass valve vill remain open allowing up to 25 Per cent steam flow, which is |8
more than adequate to remove core decay heat. With continuing steam flow through
the turbine bypass valve, the steam generator downcomer water level vill reach
2 feet, at which time the feedvater control, which is left in automatic, will
open the feedvater startup and main control valves to meet the 2 ft downcomer
minimum level control system requirement. Sufficient feedvater can be obtained
from the feedvater pumps or the emergency feedvater pump to satisfy decay heat |1
requirements.

.

Figure 1h-18 shows the response of the reactor coolant system for an assumed
36-in. double-ended steam line rupture. Initially, both steam generators blev
down until a high flux reactor trip occurs with a maximum thermal power of 106%
of rated power. The reactor coolant temperature leaving the unaffected steam
generator increases after the turbine stop valves close as a result of pressure
recovery and a reduction of feedvater flow. The coolant temperature leaving
the affected steam generator decreases until it has blown dry (50 seconds), at
which time it approaches the inlet temperature. Since the unaffected steam
generator turbine stop valves are closed, and the steam generator with the
rupture is dry, the reactor coolant system temperature can be lowered as a
result of the steam flov from the isolated steam generator through the tur-
bine bypass valve or the atmospheric dump valves. At 108 seconds after the
rupture, thermal equilibrium is re-established; i.e. , the heat removal rate
(steam flow through the turbine bypass valve or atmospheric dump valve) is
equal to the heat input (core decay heat). The maximum cooling rate occurs'

during the first 10 seconds of blowdown. After reactor trip the core remains
0.k% ak/k suberitical.

_

Y
' '
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3 The effect of a steam line rupture inside the contain=ent building has been eval-
uated by conservatively assuming an instantaneous release to the containment build-
ing of the energy associated with this accident. The mass and energy releases
for the steam generator in this analysis are:

Mass, lb Energy, Btu x 10-6
.

Steam Generator 55,000 31.58

Feedvater Flov (6 s full flow plus
coastdown to 0". flow @ 16 s) 12,800 5.6

Reactor Coolant System Energy
Transferred 17.6--

Available Mass in Feedvater Line
.

Between Feedvater Control Valves
and Steam Generator 35,500 15.5

103,300 70.28

Based on the above, a single steam generator release vould result in about a
7 psi rise in containment vessel pressure.

The environmental consequences from this accident are calculated by assuming )
that: #

The unit has been operating with a 1-gpm steam generator tube leak.a.

b. The unit has been operating with 1 per cent defective fuel rods.

c. The steam line break occurs between the containment vessel and a
main steam isolation valve.

d. Reactor coolant leakage into the steam generator continues una. bated
for 3 hours before the reactor coolant system can be cooled down and
the leakage terminated.

With once-through steam generators and full flow condensate demineralizers
the iodine inventory in a leaking steam generator would not be significant
compared to the iodine in the primary coolant which would continue to leak
Into the steam generator follca.''ig the steam line break. Assuming this leakage
continued at an average rate or 1 gpm for three hours and that all of the
iodine was released to the atmosphere, a total of 3.6 curies of dose equivalent
I-131 would be released. Using the 0-2 hour diffusion model the thyroid

,

dose at the exclusion distance is 0.25 rem. The corresponding whole body dose
is 0.000 ren.

0037
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14.1.2.10 Steam Gerarator Tube Failures

1h.1.2.10.1 Iden' iieation of Accident

The environmental effects associated with steam generator tube leakage and sub-
sequent releases ts *he environment are evaluated in the preceding sections..

An evaluation h s2so been performed for the complete severance' of a steam
~

generator tube. For this occurrence, the activity contained in the reactor
coolant would be released to the secondary system. Radioactive gases and sane
of the radioactive iod*,ne would be released to the atmosphere through the con-
denser air removal system.

14.1.2.10.2 Analysis and Results

In analyzing the consequences of this failure, the following sequence of events *

is assumed to occur:
.

a. A double-ended rupture of one steam generator tube occurs with un-
restricted discharge from each end.

b. The initial leak rate, approximately h35 gpm, exceeds the normal
makeup of 70 gpm to the reactor coolant system, and system pressure
decreases. No operator action is assumed, and a low reactor coolant
system pressure trip will occur in about 8 minutes.

c. Following reactor trip, the reactor coolant system pressure continues
to decrease until high-pressure injection is actuated at a pressure
of 1,500 psig. The capacity of the high-pressure injection is suffi-
cient to compensate for the leakage and maintains both pressure and
volume control o' che reactor coolant system. Thereafter, the reac-
tor is assumed tr be cooled down and depressurized at the normal rate
of 100 F per hour.

d. Following reactor trip, the turbine stop valves will close. Since a
reactor coolant to secondary system leak has occurred, steam 3.ine
pressure vill increase, opening the steam bypass valves to the con-
denser. The bypass valves actuate at a lower pressure than do the
steam safety valves. The reactor coolant that leaks as a result of
the tube failure is condensed in the condenser. Only the fission
products that escape from the condensate are released to the atmo-
sphere.

i
i
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e. After the reactor coolant system pressure decreases below the set 'nJoint of the main steam line safety valves, the effected steam gen- ~)erator can be isolated by closing the steam bypass isolation valves. -

Cooldown continues with the ut.cfrected steam generator until the tem-
perature is reduced to 280 F. hereafter, cooldown to ambient condi-
tions is continued using the det y heat removal system.

f. At the design cooling rate for the pressurizer of 100 F per hour,
depressurization of th2 reactor coolant system to the steam line
safety valve set poinc requires approximately 1 7 hours. During
this time period, 5,930 ft3 of reactor coolant leaks to the secon-

kdary system. This leakage corresponds to approximately h.15 x.10
curies of xenon-133 if the reactor has been operating with 1 per cent
of the fuel pins in the core defective.

The radioactivity released during this accident is discharged through the tur-
binebypassgothecondenserandthenoutthestationvent. A partition
factor of 10 is assumed for iodine in the condenser.(1,2) Noble gases are
assumed to be released directly to the station vent. The total dose to the body
from all the xenon and krypton released is only 0 38 rem at the 730 meter
cxclusion distance. The corresponding dose to the thyroid at the same distance
is only 0.005 rem. This calculation conservatively assumes that the station
vent discharge mixes in the wake of the building structures rather than
remaining at its elevated release height.

s
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1h.2 STANDBY SAFETY FEATURES ANALYSIS'

s
1h.2.1 SUMMARY-

In this section accidents are analyzed in which one or more of the protective
tarriers are breached. All accidents evaluated are based on the ultimate
power level of 2,772 MWt. Table 1k-6 summarizes the potential effects of
accidents studied.

Table 1k-6
Summary of Accidents

Event Release Assumptions Effect

Fuel Handling Gap activity is released Integrated dose at
Accidents from the outer row of fuel exclusion distance ~

rods in one assembly (op- boundary is 2.25 rem
erated at 2h.6 MWt for 930 thyroid and 0.13h rem
days and.then zero power whole body.
for 1 day), while in spent
fuel storage pool.

Rod Ejection All fuel rods which experi- Some fuel clad damage.
Accident ence DNB are assumed to Two-hour dose at exclu-

( release their total gap sion distance is 0.05 rem
activity to the reactor thyroid.
coolant.

Loss-o f- Double-ended rupture of No clad melting. Two-hour
Coolant 36 in. diam. reactor dose at exclusion dis-

coolant system pipe. tance is 1.11 rem thyroid.
Release of all gap
activity.

Maximum Hypo- Release of 100% noble Two-hour dose at exclusion
thetical gases, 50% iodine, and distance is 221 rem thyroid
Accident 1% solid fission prod- and 17.1 rem whole body.

ucts. Thirty-day dose at 2 mile
,

'

low population zone distance
is 166 rem thyroid and 8.0h
rem whole body. !

Gaseous Rad- Release of all noble Integrated whole body dose
vaste Decay gases in the reactor at exclusion distance is |

Tank Rupture coolant system at Table 0.82 rem.
i11 3 concentration |

vithout decay.
'
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14.2.2 ACCIDENT ANALYSES
,.

14.2.2.1 Fuel Handling Accident
'

lb.2.2.1.1 Identification of Accident

Spent fuel assemblies are handled entirely under water. Before refueling, the
reactor coolant and the fuel transfer canal water above the reactor are in-
creased in boron concentration so that, with all control rods removed, the
k rr of a core is no greater than 0.99 In the spent. fuel storage pool, thee
fuel assemblies are stored under water in storage racks having an eversafe
geometric array. Under these conditions, a criticality accident during refuel-
ing is not considered credible. Mechanical damage to the fuel assemblies dur-
ing transfer operations is possible but improbable. The mechanical damage type
of accident is considered the maximum potential source of activity release'dur-
ing refueling operations.

,

1h . 2. 2.1.'2 Analysis and Results -

2|Thefuelassemblyisassumedtohaveoperatedfor930daysat2h.6MWt. The
reactor is assumed to have been shut down for T2 hours, which is the minimum
time for reactor coolant system cooldown, reactor closure head removal, and
removal of the first fuel assembly. It is further assumed that the entire
outer row of fuel rods in the assembly, 56 of 208, suffers mechanical damage
to the cladding. Since the fuel pellets are cold, only the gap activity is
released. The fuel rod gap activity is calculated using the escape rate co-
efficients and calculational =ethods discussed in 11.1.1.3 i

.s

J
The gases released from the fuel assembly pass upward through the spent fuel
storage pool water prior to reaching the auxiliary building atmosphere. As a=inimum, the gases pass through 10 ft of water. Although there is experimental
evidence that a portion of the noble gases will remain in the water, no reten-
tion of noble gases is assumed. In experiments whereby air-steam mixtures were
bubbled through a water pond, Diffey, et al(3) demonstrated decontamination
factors of about 1,000 for Similar results for iodine were demon-strated by Barthoux, et all{odine.) and predicted by Eggleton.(5) To be conserva-
tive, only 99 per cent of the iodine released from the fuel assembly is as-
sumed to re=ain in the water. The iodine activity released from the 56 dam-

2 aged fuel rods to the auxiliary building atmosphere is therefore 27 2 dose
equivalent curies of I-131. The noble gas activity released is given in
Table lk-T.

Table lk-T
Noble Gas Release for Fuel Handling Accident

Isotope Activity Released '

Kr-85 1 76 x 103 curies*

Xe-131m 1 77 x 102 curies. ,.

'

Xe-133m 1.01 x 102
''

curies -

2
,

hXe-133 1.h7 x 10 curies

0041
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The auxiliary building is ventilated, and the discharge is to ,he station..

vent. The discharge from the station vent is assumed to mix in the wake of
the building structures rather than remain at its elevated release point.
This assumption produces less favorable dilution and, therefore, higher
ground concentrations at the exclusion distance. Atmospheric dilution is
calculated using the 2-hour dispersion factor of 1.32 x 10-4 s/m3 developed
in Appendix 2B. The total integrated dose to the whole body at the exclusion
distance is 0.134 rem, and the thyroid dose at the same distance is 2.25
rem.

Ih.2.2.2 Rod Ejection Accident

14.2.2.2.1 Identification of Accident

Reactivity excursions initiated by uncontrolled rod withdrawal (1h.1) were
shown to be safely terminated without damage to the reactor core or reactor
coolant system integrity. For reactivity to be added to the core at a more
rapid rate, physical failure of a pressure barrier component in the control -

rod drive assembly must occur. Such a failure could cause a pressure differ-
ential to act on a control rod asse=bly and rapidly eject the assembly from
the core region. The power excursion due to the rapid increase in reactivity
is limited by the Doppler effect and terminated by reactor protection system
trips.

Since control rod assemblies are used to control load variations only and
boron dilution is used to compensate for fuel depletion, only a few control
rod assemblies are inserted (some only partially) at ultimate power. Thus,
the severity of a rod ejection accident is inherently limited because the
amount of reactivity available in the form of control rod worth is relatively
small.

The criterion for reactor protection in this assumed accident is that the re-
actor vill be operated in such a manner that a control rod ejection accident
vill not further damage the reactor coolent system,

a. Accident Bases

Using an analytical method based on diffusion theory (3.2.2.2.1) the
vorth of the most reactive control rod assembly in each rod group
was determined for different control rod configurations.

The maximum rod worths and other important parameters used in the
study are shown in Table 1k-8.

0042
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Table 1k-8
''

Rod Ejection Analysis Parameters '}
Worth of Ejected Rod, ak/k

Ultimate Power, No Xenon 0.h6%
Ultimate Power, With Xenon 0.36%
Hot, Zero Power, Critical 0.56%

Rod Ejection Time, s 0.150

Ultimate Power Level, MWt 2,772

Reactor Trip Delay Time, s

High Flux Trip 0.3
High Pressure Trip 0.5

*

Trip Time to 2/3 Insertion, s 1.h
.

The tripped rod worth used corresponds to the minimum worth available
with the maximum worth rod stuck out at BOL and EOL.

The severity of the rod ejection accident is dependent upon the
worth of the ejected rod and the reactor power level. The control
rod group of greatest worth is the first of the entire rod pattern -

to be withdrawn. The maximum worth of a rod in this group can be as ~~ ,high as 2 5 per cent ak/k but would only have this vorth when the
reactor was suberitical. The details of the control rod worth cal-
culations and the methods of selecting the number of control rods
in each group are presented in 3.2.2 and 7.2.2.1.2.

I

When the reactor is suberitical, the boron concentration is main-

tained at a level which ensures that the reactor is at least 1 per
cent suberitical with the control rod of greatest worth fully with-
drawn from the core. Thus, a rod ejection vill not cause a nuclear

excursion when the reactor is suberitical and all the other rods
are in the core.

As criticality is approached, the worth of the re=aining rods de-
creases so that at criticality the maximum reactivity addition frem
a rod ejection would be 0.56 per cent ak/k.

The rod worth continues to decrease as ultimate power is attained.
Before equilibrium xenon is established, the total pattern worth re-
maining in the core at ultimate power is 2.8 per cent ak/k, and the <

greatest single control rod worth is 0.h6 per cent ak/k. At equi-
librium xenon the pattern worth is 1.8 per cent ak/k and the maximum
rod worth is 0.36 per cent ak/k. A detailed analysis has been per-,

for=ed at worths up to 0.7 per cent ak/k, however, to show the large'.

margin that exis's between the actual rod worths and those worths
needed to approach any fa'ilure thresholds.

.
.

~*
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A rod must be fully inserted in the core to have the foregoing re-
activity worth values. Assuming that the failure occurs so that the
pressure barrier no longer offers any restriction to the ejection and
that there is no viscous drag force limiting the rate of ejection,
the control rod travel time to the top of the active region of the
core is calculated to be 0.176 s. Since most of the reactivity is
added during the central 75 per cent of this travel, only this dis-
tance is used in the analysis, resulting in an ejection time of 0.15
seconds for the analysis.

b. Fuel Rod Damage

The consequences of a rod ejection accident are largely dependent
upon the rate at which the thermal energy resulting from the nuclear
excursion is released to the coolant. If the fuel rods remain intact
while the excursion is being terminated by the negative Doppler co-
efficient and by reactor trip, then the energy release rate is lim-
ited by a relatively lov surface-to-volume ratio for heat transfer.
The energy stored in the fuel rods vill then be gradually released
to the coolant (over a period of several seconds) at a rate which
poses no threat to the integrity of the reactor coolant system.
However, if the magnitude of the nuclear excursion is such that the
fue2 rod cladding does not remain intact, then fuel and clad may be
disp?rsed into the coolant to such an extent as to cause a signif-
icant increase in the heat transfer rate.

Power excursions caused by reactivity disturbances of the order of
magnitude occurring in rod ejection accidents could lead to three
potential modes of fuel rod failure Failure by the first mode oc-
curs when internal pressures developed in the fuel rod are insuffi-
cient to cause cladding rupture, but subsequent heat transfer from
fuel to cladding raises the temperature of the cladding and weakens
it until local failure occurs. "Dep art ure- from-nucle at e-b o iling"
(DNB) usually accompanies and contributes to this mode of failure,
and little or no fuel melting would be expected. In this mode of
failure, fuel fragmentation is usually only minor, and any dispersal
of fuel to the coolant would occur very gradually, with system con-
tamination being the worst probable consequence.

The second failure mode occurs when significant fuel melting causes
a rapid increase in internal fuel rod pressure (*) which, combined
with clad loss of strength at higher temperatures, causes the fuel
rod clad to rupture. Some fuel vaporization may occur, contributing
to the pressure buildup. Considerable fragmentation and dispersal
of the fuel vould be expected in this mode.

The third and most serious mode of fuel rod failure occurs when, as '

a result of a very large and rapid reactivity transient in which

- - _ ' _ _
.

' The increase in volume associated with the melting of UO is 9.6 per cent.< '

2
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there is insufficient time for heat to be transferred from fuel to ,
cladding, extensive fuel melting followed by vaporization occurs.
Destructive internal pressures can be generated without increasing
cladding temperatures significantly in this mode.

In evaluating the effects of the failure modes discussed above, two
failure thresholds are considered. The first is associcted with a
gradual, and usually minor, cladding failure and may ha 4pproximately
defined by the minimum heat flux for DNB at the cladding surface.
The second failure threshold, defined as the enthalpy threshold for
prompt fuel failure with significant fragmentation and dispersal of
fuel and cladding into the coolant, is used to describe the energy
required to cause failure by either the second or the third failure
mode described above.

A correlation of the results or different experiments conducted on
Zircaloy-2-clad UO2 fuel rods at TREAT (7) has been interpreted by
the experimenters to show a threshold at 280 cal /g of fission energy
input. That is, below this value the fuel rod can be expected to
remain intact, and above this value fragmentation can be expected.
The enthalpy corresponding to the melting point of UO2 is about 260
cal /g(8), and the heat of fusion is at least 78/ cal /g. (9) Thus the
280 cal /g represents a condition where only part of the fuel is
molten. Also of interest as a probable indication of the degree and
rapidity of fuel and cladding dispersal are the measuremen of pres-

gsure rise rates in the autoclave in the TREAT experiments, a Pre-
liminary analysis indicates that there is only a modest pressure '

rise up to an energy input of h00 cal /g. Above 500 cal /g, however,
there is a very definite pressure pulse. Thus between 400 and 500
cal /g there is a transition which probably corresponds to the change
from the second to the third failure mode discussed previously. A
fuel failure threshold of 280 cal /g, at the pellet radius correspond-
ing to the average temperature of the hottest fuel pellet, has been
used in this study to define the extent of fuel failure.

In computing the average enthalpy of the hottest fuel pellet during
the excursion for the ultimate power cases, it is assumed that no heat
is transferred from the fuel rod between the time the accident is
initiated and the time when the neutron power returns to the ultimate
power level. For the zero-power cases, the enthalpy increase was
based on the peak value of the average fuel temperature. In all
cases the average enthalpy rise--from the integrated energy or the
fuel temperature traces--is multiplied by the maximum pea' ting factor
to obtain the enthalpy increase in the hottest fuel pellet.

The latest correlation of the ANL TREAT data for the meltdown ex-
periments on Zircaloy-2-clad UO2 fuel rods shows the threshold for <

the zirconium-water reaction to be 210-220 cal /g energy input. A
conservative threshold value of 200 cal /g is used in this study.

In calculating the volume of the core that experiences burnout in a
given rod ejection accident, it is assumed that any DNB conditions
result in burnout for each rod where the DNB occurs. DNB in a rod
ejection transient is assumed to occur whenever the peak thermal 0045
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power of a given fuel rod exceeds the peak at steady-state conditions
which could result in a DNB, which in turn is as.c-ed to occur for a
DNBR of 1.3 using the W-3 correlation.

In determining the environmental consequences from this accident,
an even more conservative approach is taken in computing the extent
of DNB experienced in the core. All fuel rods that undergo DNB to
any extent are assumed to experience cladding failure with subsequent
release of all the gap activity. Actually, most of the fuel rods
will recover from DNB and no fission product release vill occur.
The fuel rods that experience DNB at BOL are assumed to have EOL gap
activities.

14.2.2.2.2 Method of Analysis

A B&W digital computer program has been used to analyze the rod ejection acci-
dent. This program agrees to within a few per cent in all cases with CHIC-KIN. )
The B&W program is a point kinetics model with a reactor coolant loop and ~

pressuriser model. The core heat transfer model allows for up to 30 radial
mesh points in the fuel and clad, and the mesh size can be different in the
two regions. The model accounts for the gap conductivity and film coefficient
of heat transfer. Reactivity feedback is calculated in each mesh point and
in the coolant and is veighted for inclusion in the kenetics sbnulation. The
thermal properties are input separately for each mesh point but remain constant
with time. The loop model includes a simulation of the steam generator
which can have a nonlinear heat demand input on the secondary side. Trip
action is initiated on high or low reactor coolant system pressure or on high
neutron flux. Decay heat can be taken into account as well. This code was
used to calculate the neutron and thermal power, integrated energy, reactivity
components, pressure, and fuel rod and loop temperatures. Six delayed neutron
groups are considered. The control rod trip is represented by a 25-segment
curve of reactivity insertion during trip versus time, obtained by combining
the rod worth curve with the actual rod velocity curve. Ncminal values for
the various nuclear and physical parameters used as inputs are listed in
Table 14-9

As a check on the point kinetics calculation, the rod ejection accident was
also analysed for a limited number of cases using the exact, one-dimensional,
space-and-time dependent WIGl2 d,igital computer program.(11) The point kinetics
model asaumes that the flux shape remains constant during a transient. This
flux shape contains peaking factors which reflect unusual rod patterns such
as the flux adjacent to a position where a high worth rod has been removed.
Therefore, these point kinetics peaking factors are much higher than any that
would actually occur in the core during normal operation. The purpose of using
an exact space-time calculation is to find the flux shape during a transient.
But to have a transient where a rod is ejected from the core, one must start
with a flux shape that is necessarily depressed in the region of the ejected
rod. In fact, the higher the worth of the rod, the more severe becomes the
depression. This flux depression also causes a fuel temperature depression.
When the rod is ejected from this position, the flux quickly assumes a shape
that shows some local peaking.

016
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b
(h) Table 1h-9 /J. .

Nominal Values of Input Parameters for
.

Rod Ejection Accident Analysis

BOL EOL
__

Delayed Neutron Fraction, 8,gg 0.0071 0.0053

Neutron Lifetime, ps 2h.8 23.0

Moderator Coefficient, (ak/k)/F +0.5 x 10- * -

-3.0 x lo

~5 -5Doppler Coefficient, (ak/k)/F -1.17 x 10 -1.33 x 10

Coolant Inlet Temperature, F 5,;7 557

Initial System Pressure, psia 2,200 2,200
.

Total Nuclear Peaking Factor, F 3.2h 2.92q
4

Average Fuel Temperature of 1,610 1,735
Average Pellet, F

Average Fuel Temperature 2,905 2,760
of Hottest Pellet, F

N

3 (DELETED)

(a)This value for the moderator coefficient yields conservative
results because the actual coefficient is negative.

R;sults from WIGL2 indicate that for rod worths greater than 0.2 per cent ak/k
thig local peaking is in excess of the maximum peaking applied to the point
kin; tics results. However, when this " exact" peaking is applied to a region
initially at depressed fuel temperatures, as it is in the case of the region
cdj; cent to the ejected rod, the resultant energy deposited in this region
cruses a lover peak temperature and peak ther=al power than does applying a
lovar maximum peaking factor to an ifndepressed peak power region. The result
is that this local rt:gion simulated in the WIGL2 code actually undergoes a
less severe transient than the hottest fuel rod assumed in the point kinetics
mod;1. As seen in Table 14-10, this result is uniformly true for all rod

,worths up through 0.5 per cent ak/k. 1

Thus it can be seen that the space-time dependent code gives a less conserva-
;tiva treatment of the accident analysis than does the point kinetics code.

For certain esses where the ejected rod has a lov vorth, or where at least one
rretivity coefficient is very negative, or the initial power level is low, s

th;re is considerable pressure buildup in the reactor coolant system be;ause'
0047
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'~- of the increased heat being added to the coolant with no increase in heat de-
i mand. Many of these transients never reach the overpower trip point. For

this class of possibilities, the high-pressure trip must be relied on, and
this is incorporated in the calculation.

Table 14-10
Comparison of Space-Dependent and Point
Kinetics Results on the Fuel Enthaley

BOL Ultimate Power
* * - ~^**#*#' * "** "* " * Y #* #Rod Worth

(% ak/k) WIGL2 Point Kinetics WIGL2 Point Kinetics

0.2 4.2 3.24 72 1hl -

0.3 h.8 3.2h 86 1h9
0.h 5.4 3.2h 109 159
0.5 6.0 3.2h lh3 172

14.2.2.2.3 Analysis and Results

a. Zero Fower Level

I This analysis was performed at 10- ultimate power. For the nominal
case of a 0.56 per cent ak/k rod ejection, the neutron power reaches
60 per cent and the thermal power peaks at 39 per cent for BOL; the
excursion is terminated by high-pressure trip. The EOL case trips
on high flux, is a faster transient; and results in peak neutron and
thermal powers of 165 and 11 per cent, respectively. No DNB and no
fuel da= age would result from these transients.

A sensitivity analysis has been performed around these two cases in
which the Doppler and moderator coefficients, trip delay tire, and
rod worth were varied. Figure 14-20 shr 1 the peak neutron power as
a function of ejected rod worth from 0.i .o 0.8 per cent ak/k. The
curve shows two distinct parts corresponding to worths less than 8
cnd values near to and greater than 8 Figure 1k-21 shows the cor-
responding results for the peak thermal power. It is seen that for
rod worth values near prompt critical, the period is small enough
to carry the transient through the high neutron flux trip. For
lower values the pressure trip is rel-ied on. In no case does the
thermal power exceed 70 per cent. Therefore, no DNB would occur.

Figure lh ,22 shows that the peak enthalpy in the fuel for the rod
.

worths in the range being evaluated never exceeds 75 cal /g. There-
fore, no threshold for damage is approached.

,

Figures 1h-23 and 14-24 show the peak neutron and thermal power as a
'k function of Doppler coefficient from -0.9 to -1.7 x 10-5 (ak/k)/F.

, It is seen that the variation is relatively small.' Sim esults

0048
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1 are shown in Figures lk-25 and lh-26 for the variation of the moder- I

ator coefficient from -h.0 to +1.5 x 10 k (ak/k)/F. The slope of the
curve for 10-3 ultimate power at BOL is the greatest slope for any of
the four curves because this case relies on the pressure trip, which
makes it a longer transient. It is also steeper because of the effect
of the positive moderator coefficient, which is only noticeable in
long transients due to the long time constant liom fuel to coolant.

Similarly, it is seen that the peak neutron power is higher for the
EOL cases in both the Doppler and moderator studies. whereas the peak
thermal powers are higher for the BOL cases. This again is because
the EOL rod ejection cases are faster and the neutron power over-
shoots the trip point by a greater margin. It also trips more quickly,
however, terminating tne transient faster.

Figure 1k-27 shows the effect of the trip delay time on the peak ther-
=al power. It is seen that there is very little effect.

b. Ultimate Power

An analysis was performed for a 0.k6 per cent ak/k rod ejection, al-
though this worth is available at ultimate power only when no xenon
is present. For BOL rod eje'etion, the neutron power peaks at 277
per cent, and the thermal pcVer at 126 per cent. This causes only
0.5 per cent of the core to be in DNB, as described above. A sensi-
tivity study was made around this case and around the same rod

~3vorth at EOL. Figures ik-23 through 14-27 show these results, j

As seen in Figure lk-21, the peak thermal power shows relatively little
change with increased rod worth. The peak neutron power in Figure
1h-22 does show a marked change with increased worths, but the ther-
=al effect is small because the transients are rapidly terminated by
the Doppler effect. As further evidence of this small thermal effect,
the peak fuel enthalpies are given in Figure 1b-22. The threshold
for the circonium-water reaction is not reached until values of 0.6h
and 0.69 per cent ak/k for BOL and EOL ejected rod worths, respec-
tively, are encountered. These worths are well above any which are
considered feasible.

~

The results of varying the Doppler and moderator coefficients and
trip delay time show very little effect c7 the peak neutron and ther-
mal powers..

The only situatien in which DNB occurs is for the ultirJ.te power case
at BOL. The results of the DUB calculation are shown in Figure lh-28.
For the nominal rod ejection analysis which considers a worth of 0.h6

.

per cent ak/k, only 0 5 per cent of the core volume is in DNB. This
corresponds to L.1 per cent of the rods.
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- 14.2.2.2.h Energy Required to Produce Further Reactor
Coolant System Damage

The reactor vessel has been analyzed to estimate the margin that exists between
the rod worths assumed for the calculated rod ejection accident transients and
those worths that could initiate reactor coolant system failure. The pressure
vessel material is SA-533 Grade B steel. Table 1h-11 lists the values used in
this analysis. The radial deformation which is assuned to represent failure of
the vessel is 50 per cent of the total elongation, or 0.13 in./in. To calcu-
late the weight of an explosive charge required to reach 50 per cent elongation,
the vessel is simulated by a single cylinder with the same OD as the actual ves-
sel, but with an increased thickness to account for the thermal shield and core
barrel.

.

Table ik-11
Reactor Vessel Parameters .

Vessel Temperature, F 600

Yield Strength (0.2% offset), psi 55,000

Ultimate Strength, psi 60,000

Ultimate Strain (c ), f. 26

Strain Energy (Es) per unit Volume up to a Strain 8,000
Equal to 1/2 Ultimate Strain, in.-lb/in.3

Strain Energy (Es) per Unit Volume up to 17,000
Ultimate Strain, in.-lb/in.3

Equivalent Pressure Vessel Dimensions, in.
OD 188.25
ID 166.69
Thickness 10.78

The expression used for the weight of explosive required to strain the vessel
a given amount is (12) .

0.811l.h07E,(3.hl + 0.117R /t)(R, - R ) . 5g

5 -0.6 (1.47 + 0.0373R /t)0.15 (R )0.15
-10 w

_ g

" #' id = charge weight (TNT or Pentolite), lb
w = weight density of vessel material, lb/ft

R = initial internal radius a vessel, ft**
.g

00b0s .m .
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R = initial external radius of vessel, ft

E, = vall strain energy, in.-lb/in.3
-)= initial vall thickness of vessel vall, ft

Using this fonsula on the equivalent vessel, the required weight of explosive
charge was calculated. The results of this calculation indicate that 1,h10
pounds of TNT would strain the mid-meridian ring up to the 50 per cent c , i.e.,
0.13 in./in. The 1,410 pounds of TNT have an energy equivalent of 6.Th x 108
cal.

An analysis of ejected rod worths higher than those reported in the preceding
sections has been made to estimate the transient required to generate the de-
formation energy equivalent to 1,h10 pounds of TNT. These cases were evalu-
ated to find the amounts of fuel melting and sirconium-vater reaction. Using
the conservative assumption that all the fuel that exceeds the melting thres-
hold is frag =ented, dispersed into the coolant, and quenched to the coolant
average temperature, a total thermal energy release can be determined. The ~

conversion of this energy release to an equivalent deformation energy is de-
pendent upon the duration of the release. TNT has an energy release in micro-
seconds, and r. deformation conversion efficiency of about 50 per cent. The
energy generated during a reactor transient from the circonium-water reaction
and a molten fuel dispersal is in the range from millisecc:''s to seconds.
Thus, the conversion efficiency to deformation energy vor ce considerably
less, and is assumed to be 1/5 that of TNT.(13) Using t figures, the re-
actor vessel capability is 3.37 x 108 cal, and, under the 2cregoing assump- s
tions, a reactivity addition of 1.52 per cent ak/k is required to release this
much energy to vessel deformation. -

1h.2.2.2.5 conclusions

The hypothetical rod ejection accident has been investigated in detail at two
different initial reactor power levels: ultimate power and zero power; both
BOL and EOL conditions were considered. The results of the analysis prove
that the reactivity transient resulting from this accident will be limited by
the Doppler effect and terminated by the reactor protection system with no
serious core damage or additional loss of the coolant system integrity. Fur-
Rhermore, is has been shown that an ejected rod worth greater than 1.52 per
cent ak/k would be required to cause a pressure pulse, due to prompt dispersal
of fragmented fuel and zirconium-water reaction, of sufficient magnitude to
cause rupture of the pressure vessel.

As a result of the postulated pressure housing failure associated with the
accident (lk.2.2.2.1), reactor coolant is lost from the system. The rate of
mass and energy input to the reactor building is considerably lover than that
previously reported for the smallest rupture size considered in the loss-of-
coolant analysis (14.2.2.3). The maximum hole size resulting from a rod ejec- "

tion is approximately 1.75 in. This lower rate of energy input results in a
much lower reactor building pressure than those obtained for any rupture sizes
considered in the loss-of-coolant accident.

The environmental consequences of this accident are calculated assuming that }all fuel rods undergoing DNB release all of their gap activity to the reactor ,,j

'
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coolant. Subsequently, this gap activity and the activity in the reactor cool-
ant from operation with 1% defective fuel pins is released to the reactor build-,

ing. For the case of a 0.h6 per cent ak/k rod ejection from rated power at
BOL, k.1 per cent of the fuel rods are assumed to fail, releasing the noble gas
acti7ity to the containment vessel as given in Table 14-12.

Table 14-12
Noble Gas Release for Nominal Rod Ejection

Isotone Curies

hKr-85 2.h7 x 10
Xe-131m h.31 x 103
Xe-133m h.29 x 105
Xe-133 h.77 x 105

The iodine released to the containment vessel is 65,200 dose equivalent curies
of I-131.

Fission product activities for this accident are calculated using the methods
discussed in Section 11.1.1.3 Using environmental modele and dose rate cal-
culational methods discussed under the loss-of-coolant accident, the total in-

/ tegrated dose to the thyroid at the exclusion distance from this accident is

only 0.05 rem in 2 hours, which is tcre than a factor of 6,000 below the guide-
line values of 10 CFR 100.

|
lk.2.2.3 Loss-of-Coolant Accident '

1h.2.2.3.1 Identification of Accident

Failure of the reactor coolant system would allow partial or complete release
of reactor coolant into the containment vessel, thereby interrupting the
normal mechanism for removing heat from the reactor core. If all the coolant
were not released inmediately, the remaining amount would be boiled off owing
to residual heat, fission product decay heat, and possible heat from chemical
reactions unless an alternate means of cooling were available. In order to
prevent significant chemical reactions and destructive core heatup, emergency
core cooling equipment rapidly recovers the core and provides makeup for
decay heat removal.

14.2.2.3.2 Accident Bases

All components of the reactor coolant system have been designed and fabricated 1
to ensure high integrity and thereby minimize the possibility of their rupture.
The reactor coolant system, the safety factors used in its design, and the
special provisions taken in its fabrication to ensure quality are described in
Section 4

4

~"
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,I:n addition to the high-integrity system, emergency core cooling is provided
to insure that the core does not melt even if the reactor coolant system should ),
fail and release the coolant. This emergency core cooling is provided by the ./
core flooding system and two full capacity and independent emergency core cool-
ing systems. Each system contains a hi h pressure injection train, normally6
used in the makeup and purification system, and a low pressure train, normally
used in the decay heat removal system. These systems are described in detail
in Section 6 and their characteristics are summarized in the succeeding para-
graphs.

The core flooding system has two independent core flooding tanks, each of which
is connected to a different reactor vessel injection no::le by a line containing
two check valves and a normally open, remotely operated isolation valve. Since
these tanks and associated piping are missile-protected and are connected di-
rectly to the reactor vessel, a rupture of reactor coolant system piping vill
not affect their performance. These tanks are normally pressurized with nitrogen
and provide for automatic flooding when the reactor coolant system pressure de-

2 | creases, below 600 psig. The flooding water is injected into the reactor vessel

and directed to the bottom of the reactor vessel, flooding thg core from the bot-tom upward. The combined contents of the two tanks (1,880 ft of borated water)
rapidly reflood the core i==ediately after the blowdown to provide cooling until
coolant flow can be established by one of the two emergency core cooling systems.

Each of the two emergency core cooling systems has a high pressure pump and a
low pressure pump. The high pressure injection pump is actuated by a low reac-
tor coolant syatem pressure of 1,500 psig and supplies coolant at pressures up
to the design pressure of the reactor coolant system and delivers 500 gpm at ,

600 psig. The low pressure pump is actuated by a lou system pressure of 200
psig and supplies coolant at pressures below 150 psig and delivers 3,000 gpm
at 100 psig. To provide redundancy, each pu=p is also actuated by a high
containment pressure signal of 4 psig. Both systems can be operated at
full capacity from the on-site emergency electrical power supply and can be
in operation within 25 s after the accident. The total combined (high and low
pressure) capacity of each system is 3,500 gpm.

The performance criterion for the emergency cooling equipment is to limit the
temperature transient belev the clad melting point so that fuel geometry is
maintained to provide core cooling capability. This equipment has been conser-
vatively sized to limit the temperature transient to 2,300 F or less since tem-
peratures in excess of this value promote a faster circonium-water reaction
rate, and the termination of the transient near the melting point would be dif-
ficult to demonstrate.

Injection water is supplied from the borated water storage tank. When this
tank empties, water is recirculated from the containment sump through beat
exchangers and returned to the reactor vessel.

_

En;;ineered safety features are also provided to cool the containment environ-
ment following a loss-of-coolant accident and thereby limit and reduce pressure
in the containment. The containment spray system is actuated on a high high
containment pressure signal of 10 psig and sprays borated water into the
containment atmosphere. This spray water reaches thermal equilibrium within jthe building atmosphere during its passage from the no::les to the sump. Spray s
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('' water is supplied from the borated water storage tank until it is emptied.
Thereafter, water coll 3cted in the sump is recirculated to the sprays. Cooling
is also provided by the containment air cooling system in which recirculating
fans direct the steam-and-air mixture through coolers, where steam is
condensed. Heat absorbed in the coolers is rejected to the service water
system. The heat removal capacity of either of these two containment cooling
systems is adequate to prevent overpressurization of the containment vessel
during a less-of-coolant accident.

In order to evaluate this accident, a range of rupture sizes from small leaks
up to the complete severance of a 36-in. ID reactor coolant system line has
been evaluated. A detailed core cooling analysis is presented for the complete
severance of the 36-in. ID reactor coolant piping. Since the large rupture
removes the least amount of stored energy frcm the core, this represents the
minimum temperature margin to core damage and, therefore, places the most strin-
gent requirements on the core cooling equipment. 'This is shown by analysis of
peak temperature condi*tions for a spectrum of rupture size in both hot and cold
leg piping.

*

The containment pressures have been evaluated for a complete spectrum of
rupture sizes with the action of core flooding tanks. Rupture sizes
smaller than the 36-in. ID leak result in longer blevdown tLnes, and the
amount of energy transferred to the containment stmosphere is increased.
As a result the intermediate leak sizes result in a containment pressure
greater than that produced by the 36-in. ID rupture.

'

This analysis demonstrates that in the unlikely event of a failure of the re-
actor coolant system, both the reactor fuel and the containment maintain
their integrity. Accordingly, the public would be protected against potential
radiation hazards.

1h.2.2 3.3 Accident Simulation - Reactor Coolant System

a. Hydraulic Model

Blowdown of the reactor coolant system following an assumed rupture
has been simulated by using a modified version of the FLASH (1k) code.
This code calculates transient flows, coolant mass and energy inven-
tories, pressures, and temperatures during a loss-of-coolant accident.
The code calculates inflow from the emergency cooling systems and cal-
culates heat transferred from the core to the coolant.

Modifications were made to FLASH to make the model more applicable
to this system. The changes are as follows:

1. The calculation of reactor coolant pump cavitation was based on
the vapor pressure of the cold leg instead of the hot leg water.

"

2. Core flooding tanks have been added. Water flow from the core
flooding tanxs is calculated on the basis of the pressure dif-
ference between the core flooding tanks and the point of dis-
charge into the reactor coolant system. The line resistance

0054
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and the inertial effects of the water in the pipe are included.
The pressures in the tanks are calculated by assuming an adia- -

batic expansion of the gas above the water level in the tank.
Pressure, flow rate, and mass inventories are calculated and
printed out in the computer output.

3 Additions to the water physical property tables (mainJy in the
subcooled region) have also been made to improve the accuracy
of the calculations.

h. A change in the steam bubble rise velocity has been made from
the constant value in FLASH to a variable velocity as a function
of pressure. "'he bubble velocity term determines the amount of
water remaining in the system after depressurization is complete.
For large ruptures, this change in velocity shows no appreciable
change in water remaining from that predicted by the constant
value in the FLASH code. For smaller ruptures, an appreciable
difference exists. The variable bubble velocity is based on ,

data in Reference 15 and is adjusted to correspond to data from
the LOFT semiscale blowdown tests.

Test No. Sh6 from the LOFT semiscale blowdown tests is a typical
case for the blowdown through a small rupture area. A comparison
of the predicted and experimentally observed pressures is shovr
in Figure lk-29 Figure 1b-30 shows the per cent mass remaining
in the tank versus time, as predicted by the code. At the end of
blowdown, the predicted mass remaining is 13 per cent. The mea- m

sured mass remaining is approximately 22 per cent.

The FLASH code describes the reactor coolant system by the use of two
volumes plus the pressurizer. The system was grouped into two volumes
on the basis of the temperature distribution in the system as follows:

Volume 1 includes half of the core water volume, the reactor out-
.et plenum, the reactor outlet piping, and approximately 55 per s

cent of the steam generators.

Volume 2 includes half of the cure water volume, the reactor in-
let plenum and downcomer section, the reactor inlet piping, pumps,
and h5 per cent of the steam generators. ,

Volume 3 represents the pressurizer.
.

The resistances to flow were calculated by bresking the reactor cool-
ant system into 2h regions and calculating the volume-weighted resis-
tance to flow for a given rupture location based en normal flow resis-
tances. For the double-ended ruptures, all of tne leak was assumed
to occur in the volume in which that pipe appe% ed.

The res, tor core power was input as a function of time as determined
by the CHIC-KIN code in conjunction with the FLASH output. Sterm
generator heat removal was assumed to cease when the rupture occurred.

.

.,
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The Ladified FLASH code has the capability of simulating injection
flow from the core flooding tanks. Reactor vessel filling was cal-

culated by adding the mass remaining in the vessel as predicted by
FLASH to the mass injected from the core flooding tanks. This meth-
od of calculation is conservative in that condensation of steam by
the cold injection water is not taken into account. An analysis
using the FLASH code with condensation effects confirms that con-
servatism is used in this analysis.

Pressure, te=perature, mass and energy inventories, and hydraulic
characteristics as determined by FLASH are input into the core ther-
mal codes (SLUMP and PRIT) and the containment vessel pressure buildup
code.

b. Core Thermal Model

The core heat generation and heat transfer to the fluid are dependent
upon the blowdown process. The FLASH program includes a core thermal -

model and the functional relationship between heat transfer and fluid
flow. While the FLASH thermel model is acceptable for determining
the effect of core heat transfer on the blowdown process, a more ex-
tensive simulation is necessary for evaluation of the core temperature
transient.

Additional analytical models and two digital computer programs (SLUMP
and PRIT) were developed to simulate the core thermal transient for

,

the period beginning with the initiation of the leak and ending after'

the core temperature excursion had terminated.

The SLUMP program determines the clad and fuel temperature as a func-
tion of time after a rupture with provisions for a time dependent
tabular input of heat transfer coefficient, sink temperature, and
power level. The PRIT program was developed from SLUMP and, in ad-
dition to determining fuel and clad temperature, maintains an inven-
tory of mass and energy in the reactor vessel and that which is re-
leased to the containment.

These models include the effects of 2 eat generation from neutrons be-
fore reactor trip, neutron decay heat, and fission and activation
product decay heat; the exothermic circonium-water reaction based on
the parabolic rate law; heat transfer within the fuel rods, heat con-
vection from the fuel clad surface to any fluid within the core re-

,
gion, heat transfer from reactor vessel valls and internals to the
coolant, and heat transfer from fuel rods to the steam necessary to
sustain a metal-water reaction; and emergency injection flow, and
boiloff.

<

'

The basic model structure provides for up to 50 equal-volume core re-
gions with input provisions to allow any choice of power distribution.
The model may be used to simulate the entire core or any subdivision
of the core. Therefore, the core geometry may be detailed to the de-
gree consistent with the results desired.

.ap 00ss
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The following parabolic law for the zirconium-vater reaction equation ' q.
(16) with the following constants is simulated for each of the regions: ,)

,

dr K AE
E (r - r) *O ET

*#*
r = radius of unreacted metal in fuel rod

r = original radius of fuel rod

t = time
-

2
K = rate .tv constant (0.3937 cm j,)

AE = activ.stion energy (h5,000 cal / mole)

R = gas constant (1.987 cal / mole K)

T = temperature, K

The zirconium-water reaction heat is ass med to be generated completely
within the clad node. The heat necessary to increase the steam tem-
perature frem the bulk temperature to the reaction temperature is
transferred from the clad at the point of reaction. The above equa-
tion implies no steam-limiting. However, the program does have pro- ~w

vision fer steam rate-limiting to any degree desired, but no steam- ~,)
limiting of the reactions has been assumed. All heat from beta and
gamma sources and 97.3 per cent of the neutron heat is assumed to be;

generated within the fuel according to the preaccident power distribu-
tion after infinite irradiation.

Within each of the regions there is a single fuel node and a single
clad node with simulation of thermal resistance according to the
ner=al fuel rod geometry. Provision is made in PRIT to simulate four
different modes of heat transfer from the clad node to the fluid sink
node by specifying the time-dependent surface coefficient. As noted
above, SLUMP utilizes a tabular input of heat transfer coefficient as
a function of time.

The surface heat transfer coefficient input data are determined from
calculations which are based on flow and water inventory as furnished
from the blowdown and the core flooding tank performance analysis.

In the event that insufficient cooling is provided, the program vill
allot : lad heating to progress to the melting coint. At this point <

the latent heat of zirconium must be added before the clad melts.
Provisions are also incorporated to allow the clad to be heated to
temperatures ebove the melting point before slump occurs. -

As each region slumps it may be assumed to surrender heat to a water
pool or to some available metal heat sink. If water is available, an

.

additional 10 per cent reaction is assumed to occur.
-
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The program outputs incit e the following as a function of time,
unless otherwise specifiea:

PRIT and SLUMP - Average fuel temperature of each region.

PRIT and SLUMP - Average clad temperature of each region.

PRIT and SLUNP - Per cent metal-water reaction in each region.

PRIT - Time for the clad of each region to reach the metal-water
threshold, the beginning and end of melting, and the ' mp tem-
perature.

PRIT - Heat transferred to the containment from the core.

PRIT - Heat generation by hydrogen and oxygen recombination.

PRIT - Total circonium-water reaction. -.

PRIT - Total heat transferred to the containme,t from all sources.

PRIT - Total mass transferred to the containment via boiloff and
overflow.

lk.2.2.3.h Accident Analysis - Reactor Coolant System

a. Core Floodine Tank Desien Base Accident

The design basis accident selected for emergency core cooling equip-
ment sizing is based on reactor conditions at the ultimate power
level of 2,772 MWt. The moderator temperature coefficient is ex-
pected to be zero or negative over the lifetime of the core. How-
ever, this analysis coriservatively uses a positive moderator coef-
ficient which places a more stringent requirement on emergency core
cooling equipment. The analysis of core cooling dpring a loss-of-
coolant accident is based upon the following conditions:

1. End-of-life fuel temperatures.

2. A void shutdown (for cases where control rod insertion vill be
impeded by higher than normal core pressure drop during the blev-
down) including the positive reactivity effects from initial void
formation when a moderator coefficient of +0.5 x 10-h ok/k/F
is assumed.

1

3. The hot spot power generation is a factor of 3.28 times the aver- *

age.

Sfross
.
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The 36-in. ID, double-ended pipe rupture produces the fastest blow-
down and lowest heat removal from the fuel. This cace, therefore,
represents the most stringent emergency core cooling requirements. <

Results from the modified version of FLASH indicate that the core
flooding tank simulation provides for the retention of all injec-
tion plus a portion of the original reactor coolant that would other-
vise have been released. Thus, the cool injection water provides a
cooling and condensing effect which reduces overall leakage. For the
present analysis, no credit has been taken from the extra accumulation
of water due to the condensing effect.

The SLUMP digital computer program, as described in lb.2.2.3.3 b
above, is used to evaluate core flooding tank performance in terms
of core cooling capability. In the analysis, the hottest spot of
the core was simulated.

A detailed analysis of the void shutdown and core response was made
with the digital computer program CHIC-KIN. This program accounts
for changes in flow, pressure, enthalpy, and void fraction. It also
computes axially weighted Doppler and moderator coefficients of re-
activity for the kinetics calculation. The Doppler coefficient is
input as a nonlinear function of fuel temperature, and the moderator
void coefficient is input as a function of void fraction. The param-
eters describing the coolant were obtained from the digital computer
program FLASH, which in turn used the neutron power output from CHIC-
KIN. The core is assumed to be initially at the ultimate power level
of 2,772 MWt.

Figures 14-31 and 14-32 show the results of the hot leg, 36-in. ID, ~

rupture simulation without trip action. Figure 14-31 is the neutron
power trace, and Figure 14-32 shows the various components of the re-
activity feedback.

Figure lk-33 shows the integrated power for the spectrum of leak
sizes in both the hot and cold legs. These integrated power curves
reflect the entire heat generation from beta, ga=ma, and neutron
power until the reactor power decays to 10 per cent of ultimate power.
Above a 5-ft2 hot leg rupture the blowdown forces on the control rod

are greater than those resulting from the normal core pressure drop
so that control rod insertion is not as rapid for the larger break
sizes. The blowdown forces on the control rods during cold leg rup-
tures do not inhibit rod drop velocity for the complete spectrum of
leak sizes. Accordingly, the data presented for the spectrum of cold
leg ruptures are based upon reactor trip characteristics. The results
of this study have been used for determination of hot spot clad tem-
peratures for the loss-of-coolant accident spectrum analysis presented
in the following pages under 14.2.2.3.h b.

4

The transient core flow from the FLASH analysis of the 36-in. ID,
double-ended rupture was used to determine the core cooling mechanism
used in SLUMP. The very high flow rate during the initial blowdown
period provides nucleate boiling conditions. Based upon the average
channel flow predicted by FLASH, the core pressure drop was used to )
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establish the hot channel flow conditions , and the W-3 DNB correla-

tion was applied to the hot channel to determine the length of time
nucleate boiling v. -ld exist.

This analysis was made for only the first h seconds following the
break because the correlation does not apply at the low pressures
and heat fluxes that exist beyond the h-s period. The minimum DNBR
ratios predicted by W-3 did not reach a value of one or less during
this time period examined. However, a conservative design approach
has been taken, and a DNB has been assumed to occur at 0.25 s, fol-
loved by dispersed flow film boiling. The degree of conservatism in
assuming this early DNB time is shown in the sensitivity analysis of
the design base accident.

Prior to reaching a DNB condition, nucleate boiling surface coeffi-
2cients at high flow rates =ay exceed 50,000 Btu /h-ft -F. A nucleate

2boiling surface coefficient of 20,000 Btu /h-ft -F was used in the
analysis. However, the series heat transfer from the clad node to

2the fluid sink is limited to 6,100 Btu /h-ft -F by the relatively low
conductance of the clad.

From 0.25 s until 9 5 s when the flow rate predicted by FLASH drops
to a negligible value for the lb.1-ft2 rupture, Quinn's correlation
given below for dispersed flow film boiling is used to calculate the
heat transfer from the clad. For a significant period of time, the ,
mass velocity and exit qualities are in regions that available data
indicate, that if there had been a DNB, the heat transfer mechanism

would be transition boiling rather than fully developed film boiling.
Tong's correlation for transition boiling predicts a heat transfer
coefficient two to four times larger than Quinn's correlation of dis-
persed flow film boiling for the same flow conditions. Therefore,
the correlation used in this analysis of core cooling is conservative
and yields predicted maxi =um clad temperatures which are in excess
of those that would occur if the piping ruptured.

IQuinn's correlation for dispersed flow film boiling is as follows:

1 1+ 1=
h H h

TP

where
h = overall heat transfer coefficient from wall

to coolant.

H = heat transfer coefficient from vapor phase to
the liquid drops. The value ranges from 3,000 =

2to 18,000 Btu /h-ft -F. This analysis uses the
lower value of 3,000.

h,p = heat transfer coefficient from well to vapor
^ phase.

006 g,,
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where
k = fluid conductivity, Btu /h-ft-F

D = hydraulic diameter, ft

G = cass velocity, lb/h-ftT

X = steam quality of fluid

o = density

p = viscosity

C = specific heat
,

Subscript

B = " bulk steam phase"

g = " saturated steam"

f = " saturated liquid"

W = "vall"

After blowdown no core cooling is assumed until after core recover-
ing starts. When the water level reaches the core bottom and starts
to rise up on the core, the submerged portion will be cooled by pool
boiling, and any steam thus produced will provide some cooling for
that portion of the core above the water line. However, in deter-
mining peak clad temperatures no cooling is assumed for that portion
of the core which is above the water line.

When the quiet water level reaches the 1/h-point of the core, a pool
boiling heat transfer coefficient of 20 Btu /h-ft -F is applied even2

though the equation developed for pool film boiling from vertical
plane surfaces predicts a heat transfer coefficient of 38 Btu /h-ft _p,2

From the above it may be seen that conservative heat transfer assump-
tions have been used in the core cooling analysis. The assumptions
used are summarized below.

1. DNB occurs after 1/4 s, when in fact it probably does not occur J
until at least four seconds have passed.

2. A fully developed dispersed flow film boiling correlation exists
from 1/h a until the blowdown is over, while for meet of the
period the heat transfer mechanism is transition boiling which
is two to four times as effective as film boiling.

00611h_hh
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6.. h = 0 until the water wets the hot spot, thus neglecting steam3.
cooling up.to that time.(-

k. A low -coefficient for pool film boiling, i.e. , 20 versus 38,
after the water level reaches the 1/h-point of core.

Figure ik-3h shows the core flow versus time for the lb.1-ft2 leak
as calculated by FLASH. Figure 1h-35 shows the clad surface heat
transfer coefficient versus time based on the flow of Figure 1k-3h
and Quinn's correlation.

The preliminary core flooding tank design selected is for a 600 psig
charge pressure, 9ho ft3 of water, h70 ft3 of nitrogen, and a 1k-in.
supply line from the tanks to the reactor vessel. Figure 1k-36 shows
the reactor vessel water level versus time for this case. The core
flooding system will provide for covering approximately 80 per cent
of the core at 25 s after the double-ended rupture of the 36-in. ID
pipe first occurs. Beyond this time, high pressure and low pressure :injection will provide a continuous increase in the water level.

.

Figure 14-37 shows hot spot clad temperature transients for a range
of injection cooling coefficients. All cases have a nominal clad
surface heat transfer coefficient per Figure 14-35 Heat removal is
then zero until the effect of injection cooling is simulated. Fig-
ure 1b-37 shows that without any cooling the temperature reaches the
melting point in approximately 40 s. An h value of 20 provides im-
mediate quenching action and a slow cooling rate thereafter. An h! value of h0 provides fast cooling. Even though the value of h0 is
realistic for film boiling in a pool--the probable mode for the sub-
merged portion of the core--a more conservative value of 20 has been
used as the reference for evaluating performance of the core flooding
tank.

The clad hot spot temperature excursion is terminated at 2,069 F.
Only a minute amount (less than 1 per cent) of zirconium-water reac-
tion occurs, and the maximum temperature is at least 1,281 F below
the clad melting point.

Additional analysis was performed to evaluate the sensitivity of the
maximum clad temperature to three important thermal parameters. All
cases discussed below have in common the following parameters:

Leak size, ft 1h.1
Time of DNB, s 0.25
Integrated power, full-power seconds 1.55
Time that blowdown cooling ends, s 9.5
Core region Hot spot

Time to initiate quenching, s 16.8

( Dependent variable examined Clad temperature
for hottest spot, , ,' ,

in the core 0062
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Figure lk-38 shows the clad maximum temperature sensitivity to the
surface heat transfer coefficient after the 0.25-s nucleate boiling /~';
period for 50 to 150 per cent of the nominal calculated values. After '

blowdown, zero cooling is maintained until quenching is initiated with
a clad surface coefficient of 20 Btu /h-ft -F. Figure lh-38 shows that2

this nominal heat transfer is not on the most sensitive part of the
curve, tnd a 20 per cent decrease in h would only result in increas-
ing the peak clad temperature by 124 F.

The assumption that DNB occurs at 0.25 s is quite conservative. The
duration of the nucleate boiling period has been evaluated to show
the sensitivity of the maximum fuel temperature to this parameter.
Figure 14-39 shows the effect of variation of time to reach a DNB.
It should be noted that if DNB occurred at the time of rupture, then
the peak temperature sould only increase about 15 F above 2,069 F,
while if DNB has not occurred for a more realistic value of k s,
then the temperature we tid be reduced by 296 F to a peak value of
1,T63 F.

The analysis of core cooling has been based on 1.55 full-power see-
onds resulting from a void shutdown using an assumed positive moder-
ator temperature coefficient of +0.5 x 10-4 (dk/k)/F. (The predicted
value is always zero or negative.) The effect of variation of the
moderator coefficient on the hot spot clad temperature is shown in
Figure 1b h0. The resultant integrated power before a void shutdown
occurs could increase to 2.5 full-power seconds before the hot spot
clad temperature would reach 2,300 F. In order to produce this man
full-power seconds, a moderator coefficient in excess of +1.0 x 10-{

,

s

(ak/k)/F is required. '

Many of the fuel rods may be expected to experience cladding perfor-
ation during the heatup in the loss-of-coolant accident, as a result
of fission gas internal pressure and weakening of the clad as its
temperature increases. The mechanical strength of the Zircaloy
cladding is reduced as the temperature exceeds 1,000 F, so that the
fuel rods with appreciable fission gas internal pressure will begin
to fail locally and relieve the gas pressure when the temperature
exceeds 1,100 F. Some local deformation of the rods will occur be-
fore perforation. However, cooling would still be effective, since
the fuel rods are submerged, and cross-channel flow around the bal-
looned area will cool the rod. At worst a local hot spot may occur.

To verify that the perforation / deformation failure made will not sig-
nificantly inhibit the emergency core cooling system from preventing
clad melting, B&W has undertaken a program to evaluate the effects
of perforation and deformation of fuel rods during the temperature
transient following the loss-of-coolant accident. Preliminary tests
have been run on nine samples of Zircaloy-h cladding filled with ce- _

ramic pellets, and additional experiments are planned to gain a
clearer understanding of the effects of temperature excursions on
Zircaloy-clad fuel elements. Current plans include performance of a
three-phase program. In the first two phases, which are experimental,
single-rod excursions will be performed to better establish tempera-

iture-pressure relationships at the time of clad perforation. The s/
T 0063
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single-rod tests of the first phase vill also investigate the extent'

of deformation to be expected under the varying conditions associated
with simulated in-reactor temperature excursions. These vill include
the effects of hydrogen concentration and oxide films. The second
phase of the program vill consist principally of multirod tes:s to
exp2are the effect of the restraining action of spacer grids and ad-
jacent fuel rods and to determine the randomization of the localized
deformation in an assembly of fuel rods. In the third phase of the

,
program the data obtained from the two experimental phases will be
applied to the analysis of the effects in a loss-of-coolant accident.

It is calculated that a small number of fuel rods operating at peak
power vill experience a cladding temperature transient to 2,000 F in

about 17 s. The transient would be limited to regions of the core
that operate at peak power. The major portion of the core vill not
experience as severe a transient. Heating of the fuel rod spacer grid

,

requires heat flow from the clad tc the structure by conduction and-

*

radiation; therefore, the structure temperatures will lag the cladding
temperature transient. As the fuel rod temperature rises, the fuel
rods are expected to experience some bowing due to axial growth be- |1
tween supports. The spacer grids have substantial mechanical strength,
even at the maximum expected temperatures, and will therefore retain
sufficient strength to ensure spacing between fuel rods to allow
emergency coolant to reach them. This vill suffice to keep the fuel

I.
rods in their respective positions in the core to prevent gross change
in fuel geometry.

The ability of the clad to maintain its strength and structural in-
tegrity during reflooding has been confir=ed by recent experimental
work at B&W involving the rapid quenching of Zirealoy tubing speci-
mens from temperatures as high as 2,300 F. Test results show that,
for temperatures as high as 2,300 F, the cladding material vill re-
tain its strength and will not suffer from brittle fracture upon
quenching.<

The temperature transient in the core can produce significantly higher
than normal temperatures in components other than fuel rods. There-
fore, a possibility of eutectic formation between dissimilar core
=aterials exists. Considering the general area of eutectic formation
in the entire core and reactor vessel internals, the following dis-
similar metals are present, with =ajor elements being in the approxi-
mate proportions shown:

.

Type-30h stainless Steel
gggf .

19 per cent chromium.,

10 per cent nickel
- remainder iron

( 0064.
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Control Rod Poison Material ,

80 per cent silver
15 per cent indium
5 per cent cadmium

Zirealoy-h

98 per cent circonium
1-3/h per cent tin

Inconel

53 per cent nickel
19 per cent chromium
3 per cent molybdenum
5 per cent CB-TA
1 per cent titanium
5 per cent aluminum

Remainder iron

All these elements have relatively high melting points (greater than
2700 F) except those for silver, cadmium, and indium. The melting
point of the silver-indium-cadmium alloy is about 1,h70 F.

The binary phase diagram indicates that zirconium in the proportion
75 to 80 per cent has a eutectic point with either iron, nickel, or '

;
chromium at temperatures of approximately 1,710, 1,760, and 2,370 F, /

respectively. If these dissimilar metals are in contact and if those

eutectic points are reached, then the materials could theoretically
melt even though the temperature is below the melting point of either
material taken singularly.

One point of each dissimilar metal contact is between Zircaloy-clad
fuel rods and Inconel 718 spacers. The analysis of the performance of
the core flooding tanks during a loss-of-coolant accident indicated
thit some of the cladding vill exceed the zirconium-iron and the zir-
crt2ium-nickel eutectic points. Since the spacers are located at 21-in.
11tervals along the assembly and each grid has a very small contact
alea, only e. fraction of the hottest fuel rods vould be in contact with
Inconel 718 spacer grids. I

B&W has conducted recent experimental tests in which specimens of
Zircaloy tubing in contact with sections of spacer grid material were
subjected to a thermal transient closely approximating that of the
clad hot spot following a LOCA. These tests verified that the eutec- ;

tic reaction is limited to the region of contact between the clad and
|

,

the spacer grid tips (dimples), and that it terminates as these mace-
|rials melt at the point of contact. Both the clad and the grid mate- '

rial main".ined their structural integrity because the amount of ma-
terial involved was small and at localized positions.

h
0065
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Another area of dissimilar metal contact is that of a zirconium guide
tube with the stainless steel cladding of the control rod. To deter-7.

mine whether the temperatures in the control rod following a LOCA
could become high enough to approach either the temperature required
for possible eutectic formation between the clad and the guide tube
or the melting temperature of the Ag-In-Cd alloy, the thermal per-
formance of a control rod assembly following a LOCA was analyzed. A
very conservative approach was taken in this analysis. In spite of
the fact that the ccre flow is as high or higher than normal core
flow during the first two seconds following the rupture, normal
steady-state cooling of a control rod is assumed. In two seconds,
the core power is essentially down to decay heat levels. Therefore ,
the following assumptions were made:

1. The average core power after two seconds is 8 per cent of ulti-
mate power and remains at this level.

2. All decay heat is absorbed in the core and 50 per cent of the
decay heat is in the form of gamma rays available for absorption ,

in the control rod. By ratioing the control rod density to the
average core density, an average energy deposition rate of 8.50
W/cc in the control assemblies was obtained.

3. The maximum activation prodvat energy in the control rod itself
was estimated to be 2.99 W/ce.

4. The highest energy depesition rate at the decay heat level was *

assumed to be the average times the ratio of peak-to-average,

' power, or 36.18 W/ce.

5. An adiabatic heatup of the control rod with a heat rate of 36.18'
W/cc was assumed until the water level reached the point in the
core at which the highest peak-to-average power occurs.

6. The temperature of the control alloy is %650 F at the time the
rod is assumed to be insulated (2 s).

Using the assumptions above, the average temperature of the Ag-In-Cd
goes up to 1,035 F at 17 s, at which time the water level in the
core reaches the elevation of the hottest spot on the control rod.
The temperature of the rod would then rapidly decrease.

Since the melting point of the alloy is %1,h72 F, a margin of 437 F
exists between the conservatively calculated maximum temperature and
the melting point of the alloy. The lowest temperature for an eutec-
tic formation is that for Zr-Fe, which occurs at 1,710 F. Therefore,
the integrity of the control rod assemblies is maintained during and
following a luss-of-coolant accident. "

x
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The reactor core vill remain suberitical after flooding without ]control rods in the core because the injection water contains sur- ->
ficient boron to' hold the reactor suberitical at reduced tempera-
turas. The most stringent boron requirement for shutdown without
any contrcl rods is at the beginning of core life when the reactor
is in a cold, clean condition and 1,316 ppm boren are required to
maintain a k of 0 99. (See Table 3-6, soluble Boron Levels and
Worth.) The*c$ncentrationexistinginthecontain=entsu=paftcr
a loss-of-coolant accident from operating power at t ne beginning
of core life is 1600 ppm boron. This concentration represents a
boron margin of 284 ppm above the suberiticality design value
margin of 1 per cent.

In conclusion, the results of the core flooding tank design base ac-
cident (16-in. double-ended rupture) are as follows:

1. The clad hot spot temperature excursion is terminated at 2,069
F. Less than 1 per cent circonium-water reaction occurs, and
the maximum clad temperature is at least 1,281 F below the clad
melting point (Figure 1h-37). This maximum temperature is based
on conservative heat transfer assumptions and is 231 F below the
design criterion of 2,300 F maximum clad temperature allowed.
This also demonstrates that no clad melting occurs to affect core
geometry for postaccident cooling and that no fuel melting occurs
to release large quantities of fission product.

.s2. If DNB occurs at time 0, then the maximum hot spot clad tempera- )ture increases only 15 F; whereas if DNB occurs at h seconds, for -

which there is empirical justification, then the maximum hot spot
clad temperature decreases by 296 (Figure lh-39) which shows
the amount of conservatism in this analysis.

3 The correlation used to predict the blowdown heat trans fer coeffi-
| cient has been checked against available data and shows a maximum

deviation of 20 per cent. A 20 per cent decrease from the nominal
clad surface heat transfer coefficient after DNB results in an in-
crease of only 12h F in the maximum tot spot clad temperature
(Figure 14-38).

h. A clad surface heat transfer coe 'ficient of 20 Stu/h-ft -F is
sufficient to quench the clad temperature rise when the water
reaches the 1/h-point of the core, even though a coefficient of

238 Btu /h-ft -F has been predicted from the formula for pool film
boiling from a vertical plane surface (Figure 1h-37).

5 The effect of varying the moderator coefficient on the loss-of-
coolant accident has been investigated in this analysis. To
reach the peak clad temperature limit of the design criteria
(2,300 F), the =oderato
its value of +0.5 x 10-{ coefficient would have to increase from(ak/k)/F to approximately +1.2 x 10-h

1 | (ak/k)/F (Figure lk h0).

,
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b. Core Cooling Analysis for Spectrum of Leak Sizes
pT?

3' The loss-of-coolant accident has been analyzed for a spectrum of leak
sizes and locations. This information is reported according to the
following grouping: (1) hot leg ruptures, (2) cold leg ruptures,
(3) injection line failures, and (h) injection system capability.

1. Hot Leg Ruptures

In 14.2.2.3.h a an analysis of the 36-in. ID, double-ended pipe
rupture was presented. This accident produced the fastest blev-
down and lowest heat removal from the fuel, therefore producin6
the highest cladding temperatures of any loss-of-coolant acci-
dent. This was therefore the basis for design of the core
flooding equipment. A decrease in the rupture size assumed
results in decreased maximum clad temperature during a loss-of-
coolsnt accident.

Core cooling evaluations have been performed for a spectrum of .

five additional rupture sizes using the same basic calculational
technique and assumptions as used for the large rupture case.
These rupture sizes are 8. 5, 5.0, 3. 0,1,0, and 0. 4 -ft2 The re-
actor coolant system mass release and pressure-time history for
these rupture sizes are shown in Figures 14-h1 and Ih-42.

The reactor vessel water volume as a function of time after the
rupture for the various rupture sizes is shown in Figure lk-h3.

[ These water volume curves were generated utilizing the flow avail-'

able from the core flooding tanks, one high-pressure injection
pump, and one low-pressure injection pump. The two independent
pumping systems have a combined capacity of at least 7,000 gpm
with the high-pressure pumps running on e=ergency power within
25 s after the rupture, and the low-pressure pumps delivering
6,000 gpm when the pressure has decayed to 100 psi, or at 25 s,
whichever occurs later. However, the analysis is based on only
one system in operation with a total flew of 3,500 gpm.

Figure 1k-kh shows the hot spot clad temperature as a function of
time for the various rupture sizes. As can be seen from this fig-
ure, the small-sized rupraras yield maximum clad temperatures
which are considerably lc>er than those resulting from the larger

!sizes. The results of this study are shown in Table 14-13. The
|temperature curve in Figure lk-kh, as well as the results in
)+Table 1h-13, are for the 5.0-ft2 hot rupture witnout trip and

are more conservative than the results obtained for the 5.0 ft2
hot rupture with trip. The trip case results in a maximum tem-

iperature of 1,563 F.
d
!

i

l
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Table 14-13
Tabulation of Loss-of-Coolant Accident Characteristics @

for Spectrum of Hot Leg Rupture Sizes
ii

Rupture Minimum Water
Size, Full-Power Level Below Bottom Hot Spot Maximumft2 Seconds (a( of Core, ft Temperature, F

lb.1 1 55 -6.8 2,069
8.5 2.65 -5.2 1,95h
5.0 h.12 -h.0 1,632
3.0 3.35 -2.2 1,h5h
1.0 6.25 +h.7 9880.h 6.50 +12.0 1,002

(a) Includes power generation until power has decayed to 10 per cent
of ultimate power.

(b) Blowdown forces on control rods are equal to or less than normal
:

pressure drop, and control rods will insert with normal veloci-
ties. These values are for trip shutdown rather than for a void
shutdown, but include void reactivity effects.

2. Cold Leg Ruptures

A similar analysis of a spectrum of rupture sizes has been made
for the cold leg piping. The rupture sizes tabulated are the
uuble-ended, 28-in.-ID inlet pipe, which yields 8.5 ft2 of rup-
ture area, and the 5 0, 3.0,1.0, and 0.h-ft2. sizes.

The reactor coolant system average pressure for this spectrum of
rupture sizes as a function of time is shown in Figure lk-h5.
The water level as a function of time is shown in Figure lk-h6.

The hot spot temperature as a function of time for the spectrum
of cold leg leak sizes is shown in Figure 1k-h7. The results
of this analysis are shown in Table 14-14.

-
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Table lh-lh.

"
Tabulation of Loss-of-Coolant Accident Characteristics

[
s for Spectrum of Cold Leg Rupture Sizes

Rupture Minimum Water
Size, Full-Power Level Below Botton . Hot Spot Maximum

2 Seconds (a) of Core, ft Temperature, Fft

8.5 0.60 ") -6.7 1,686I

0.h0(")
I -6.0 1,8035.0

1.00 *)) -h 8 1,5753.0

5 38(f" +3.6 1,2801.0 ,

5.50 *) +7.0 1,1600.4

(a) Blowdown forces on control rods are equal to or less than normal
pressure drop, and control rods will insert with normal velocity.
These values are for trip shutdown rather than void shutdown, but .

include reactivity effects. Values also include power generation
until power decays to 10 per cent of ultimate power.

3. Evaluation of E=ergency Coolant Injection Line Failure

A low-pressure injection line failure has been evaluated, and

( the results show that the reactor is protected. The rupture
of a pipe that connects a core flooding tank and the low-pres-
sure injection flow to the reactor vessel was assumed to fail
adjacent to the reactor vessel and before the first check valve
(see Figure 6-1). This pipe has an internal diameter of 11.5
in., and the resultant rupture area is 0.72 ft2,

Interpolation of available blowdown calculations has been used
to evaluate this rupture size, and the data show that a rupture
of this size would result in the core being uncovered several
feet below the top of the core. However, the hot spot will never
be uncovered, and peak cladding temperatures will be slightly
less than that shown in Figure lk-h7 for the 1.0-ft2 cold leg
rupture.

Since this small rupture size leaves a considerable water -inven-
tory in the reactor vessel, the remaining core flooding tank in-
ventory is more than adequate to reflood the core completely.

.

The other low-pressure line can supply 3,000 gpm of water to the
reactor vessel and provide coolant to keep the core cooled. The *

combined capacity of the two high-pressure pumps is 1,000 gpm,
which is in excess of the boiloff rate (680 gpm) due to decay
heat immediately after blowdown. With a single 500-gr*, hig
pressure injection pump the excess water above the core is ad -

quate to prevent the core from being uncovered below the three-

(
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quarter elevation, and beyond 3h0 seconds the water level vill
.

t
begin to increase.

~ Ki

The high-pressure injection mode has two independent chains of
flow to supply borated coolant to the system. If a rupture of
high-pressure injection piping vere to occur in one of the four
lines between the attachment to the reactor coolant pipe and the
check valve, then the other chain of this system would have ade-
quate capacity to protect the core against this small leak. In
the event of a component failure in the second high-pressure in-
jection line, the ruptured flow path can be monitored by the op-
erator and spillage flow can be stopped by isolation of the af-
fected piping. The entire capacity of one high-pressure pump
can then be utilized to handle the small rupture and protect the
Core.

L. Evaluation of Emergency Core Coolant Injection System
Performance for Various Rupture Sizes ,

The loss-of-coolant analysis is based on the operation of one
high-pressure injection pump (500 gpm) and one low-pressure in-
jection pump (3,000 gpm), and the operation of both core flood-
ing tanks. It has been shown that this combination of engineered
safety features provides core protection for all leak sizes up to
that corresponding to the double-ended rupture of the 36-Anch-ID
pipe.

s
)

The capability of other combinations of engineered safety features /'

to provide core protection has been evaluated. This capability isshown in Figure 14-48. In this evaluation the core is considered
protected if the combination of emergency cooling equipment con-
sidered vill prevent core damage that would interfere with further
core cooling.

The high-pressure injection system, with only one pump operating,
can protect the core for leaks up to about 4 inches in diameter.
A ccmbination of one high-pressure and one low-pressure injection
pump will protect the core for leaks up to about 10 inches in

2diameter, (0.5 ft ) whereas, one high-pressure and two low-pres-
sure pumps provide protection for leak areas up to 1 ft2 For
larger break areas, the operation of one hPI pump, one LPI pump,
and the core flood tanks provides the coolant necessary to keep
the core protected.

This evaluation of emergency core cooling capability demonstrates
that the core is protected for the entire spectrum of leak sizes
in both the hot and cold leg piping, ,

d
,
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14.2.2.3.5 Accident Simulation - Containment Vessel
(

a. COPATTA Program

The COPATTA Code is Bechtel's computer program to analyze the
effects of a LOCA on a containment vessel. It has been derived
from the original CONTEMPT Code (18) written by the Phillips
Petroleum Company for the LOFT program. The present COPATTA is
written in Fortran IV and uses the GE 625 computer.

COPATTA calculates a pressure-time transient with stepwise
iteration between thermodynamic state points. The iterations
are based on the laws of conservation of mass, momentum and
energy together with their derived functions. Superposition of
heat input functions is assumed so that any combination of blev-
down, metal water reaction, decay heat generation, and sensible
heat energy can be used with appropriate engineered safety fea-
tures to determine the pressure-time history associated with any

,

LOCA.

COPATTA also includes several options which allow pressure-time
transient calculations for the steam generator or reactor compart-
ments. The effect of containment vessel leaks and time and posi-
tion dependent thermal gradients can be evaluated depending upon
the input used and printout requested.

The program assumes a three-region containment vessel. The
vessel atmosphere is the vapor region, the sump is the liquidi

region, and the reactor, the third region, can function indepen-
dently as a vapor or a liquid region. Energy is transferred

between the liquid and vapor regions by boiling but evaporation
is neglected. A convective heat transfer coefficient can be
assumed between these two regions. However, since any heat
transfer in this mode is small, a conservative coefficient of

zero is assumed. Each region is assumed homogenous, but a
temperature difference can exist between regions. Any moisture
condensed in the vapor region during a time step is assumed to
fall immediately into the sump.

The containment vessel model includes representation of three
engineered safety features: a spray system, an ECCS, and an air
recirculation and cooling system. Water supplied to the spray
and ECCS can come from an external source at a prescribed temper-
ature, or it can be recirculated from the liquid region in the
containment vessel. During recirculation, water for decay heat
removal is taken from the liquid region and is pumped through a
heat exchanger before being returned to reactor region. The
cold side of the heat exchanger can itself be part of another

| heat exchange system.

The methods of NTU* heat exchanger design are used for program
analysis. The heat exchange circuit delay time is zero, so no

, containment vessel coolant inventory change is considered.
'

_____

_ * Number of exchanger heat transfer units.
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The air racirculation and cooling system is described with start
and stop times and a table of heat removal rates as a function Oof vapor temperature. Moisture condensed by the air coolers is ~f/assumed to fall immediately into the liquid region.

The containment vessel and internal structures can be separated,

'

in up to 20 heat conduction sections whose thermal behavior can
be described by a one-dimensional, multiregion heat-conduction
equation. These heat conducting sections can act as heat sources
or sinks.. Any boundary conditions from insulated to zero resis-
tance can be applied to each section as appropriate. These con-
ditions can be constant, time-dependent, temperature-dependent,
or dependent upon the steam-to-air ratic existing in the contain-
ment vessel atmosphere. Bulk temperatures may be the vapor region
temperature, the liquid region temperature, the reactor vessel
liquid temperature, a cyclical outside air temperature, or a

! constant. ,

The heat sinks used to represent the Davis-Besse containment :
vessel and its internals are presented in Table 14-15.

Heat transfer to the heat sinks from the containment vessel
atmosphere is determined by a " Modified Tagami" heat transfer
coefficient. This coefficient correlates the test results of
Uchida and Kolflat with a turbulence factor that depends upon
the time from accident initiation to peak pressure. As time
progresses and turbulence decreases, this coefficient is reduced
to Uchida's steady-state heat transfer correlation by a ratio of )

7

' the instantaneous mass blowdown rate to the mass blevdown rate --

at the time of peak pressure. No heat transfer from the con-
tainment vessel outer surface to the environment was assumed
for the preliminary analysis. The heat rejection from the steel
shell to the shield building annular space is not rapid enough
to affect the peak pressure of the various break sizes. The
final analysis will consider the heat transfer from the steel
shell to the shield building annular space.

b. Engineered Safety Features

Two modes of operation of the containment vessel cooling system
are assumed to show the vessel's response to a LOCA. The first
mode assumes that standby power is available; nence the full
cooling capacity can be used. The second mode simulates minimum|

conditions with only the minimum cooling capacity used. An ECCS
flow of 3,500 gpm is assumed for both modes. Core flooding tank
operation has been included in the reactor blowdown input. The
minimum cooling capacity is determined by the power available
from one emergency diesel generator. *

The aty features used are tabulated below showing the systems in
operation, the total capacity, and the assumed time they start
after an incident.

.- .,)
.

m ,
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Design Heat Flow Initial~.

( ESF Removal Cepacity, Operating'

Systems Capacity, Btu /h gpm Time, s

Normal Air Coolers and 150 x 10
Opera- Containment Vessel

6tion Sprays 150 x 10 2600 35

Core Injection T000 25

5Minimum Air Coolers or 150 x 10 g
ES Containment Vessel

Sprays 150 x 10 2600 35

Core Injection 3500 25

c. Initial Conditions .

.

The same initial conditions are assumed for all accidents. These
initial conditions are chosen to represent conservative conditions,
both within the containment vessel and for heat removal from the
vessel.

These initial conditions are summarized as follows:

Containment Vesael Free Volume 2.866 x 106 ft3 8

Contain=ent Vessel Temperature 120 F

Contain=ent Vessel Pressure 1h.7 psia

Relative Humidity 70%

Shield Building Annulus 110 F

Service Water Inlet Temperature 85 F 8

BWS Tank Water Temperature 90 F

The containment vessel pressure-time history of a LOCA calculated
by the COPATTA program is conservative. The assumptions used in
preparing the program input and in the program calculations are
consistent *vith the two-phase, two-co=ponent thermodynamic model
used. These assumptions are suma-ized below:

The containment vessel atmosphere pressure is also the
suap pressure and, following blevdown, the reactor coolant <

system pressure. Each region is thoroughly mixed, with
homogercous - thermodynamic properties .

9 All liquid condensed in the atmosphere or on the valls
during any calculational time interval is removed from the

( atmosphere and added to the sump at the_end of the interval.
..

. * ,

Amendment No. g g
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The sump region contains no water at the beginning of the
transient.

Water entering the containment vessel from the reactor
coolant system during the blowdown phase of the transient
flashes, and its final temperature is the saturation tem-
perature at total vessel pressure.

If the total pressure inside the containment vessel drops
below the saturation pressure of sump water, boiling of
sump water occurs until a new equilibrium pressure and water
temperature are estsblished. The atmosphere region is
constrained to saturation conditions when the containment
spray sys'.em i in operation.

The heat transfer coefficient during blowdown, for heat

transfer between the containment vessel atmosphere and heat,
conducting regions in contact with it, is calculated from

,

an empirical relationship between the maximum heat transfer
coefficient, the rate of steam input into the vessel, and
the duration of blowdown. During the postblowdown phase
the heat transfer coefficient is calculated as function
of the air / steam mass ratio in the atmosphere.

Heat transfer rates from a superheated atmosphere to heat
sinks are calculated using a temperature gradient corre-
spending to the steam saturation temperature less the heat -]
sink surface temperature. ,/

The decay power energy input assumes infinite radiation.

No leakage from the containment vessel is assumed.

There is no convective heat transfer between the atmosphere
and the sump, and evaporation is neglected.

The containment vessel bottom head is assumed insulated.

.

O

d
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[ Table 1k-15

Heat Sink Summary

Surface Area Thickness
Heat Sink (ft2) (ft)

1. Containment Vessel
(Carbon Steel):

Dome 2h,550 0.063
Cylinder Th,7h0 0.125

2. Refueling Cavity

S.S. Liner Plate 6,770 0.021 .

Concrete 6,770 1.000

3. Floor Slab: 11,h00 1.000

h. Miscellaneous Concrete: 11h,000 1.000

5 Miscellaneous Exposed Stee.1 18,000 0.092
3,600 0.0h1

(
- 1h.2.2.3.6 Accident Analysis - Containment Vessel

a. Buil .ng Response to Loss-of-Coolant Accidents

The response of the containment vessel has been determined for

loss-of-coolant from various breaks in the primary system piping.
The breaks were analyzed with the different operational modes
of the engineered safety features tabulated previously. The
following table shows the break area, peak pressure, and time of
pressure peak for those breaks investigated.

Break Area, Peak Pressure, Time, Safety Features
2ft psig s Mode Used

1h.1 3h?8 8.05 Any
8.5 35 5 12.0 Any
50 35 6 20.0 Any
3.0 36.0 30.0 Any
1.0 32.h 76.2 Normal *

1.0 32 7 76.O Mini =ums

Pressure-time curves are given in Figure lh-h9 to show the
containment vessel response for each break above with minimum.

- (- Msafety features used.

m, , o r ,
0076
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The energy sources and heat sink inputs as a function of time
are shown in Figure lh-50 for the lb.1 ft2 break. ()
The sources and sinks determine the respcase of the containment
vessel atmosphere and sump. Subcooling of.the sump and the
vessel vapor and sump temperatures as a function of time for
the 1h.1 ft2 break case are shown in Figure lk-51.

b. Margin Demonstrated in Containment Vessel Design

The design pressure of the containment vessel is based on the
3.0 ft2 break, which results in the highest peak pressure after
blowdown (approximately 36.0 psig). This pressure is h psi
below the design pressure of 40.0 psig. Hence the vessel can

! withstand an additional 22,000 lb saturated steam.

c. Metal-Water Reaction Capability ,

This section considers the capability of the containment to I

withstand the effects of a metal-water reaction. This capability
is described in terms of percent of zirconium in the core which
may react with water without exceeding the containm'ent design
pressure of 40 psig.

Since the greatest probability of metal to water reaction occurs
2with the largest break (lk.1 ft ), the calculation for contain-

ment vessel metal-water reaction capability is based on the 's
pressure-time history corresponding to this break. The minimum
safety features operating mode with air coolers results in the ,

~

least margin between the calculated pressure at any time, and
the design pressure of h0.0 psig.

At any given time, this pressure difference corresponds to a
finite amount of zirconium reacted. The number of pounds reacted
is calculated for (1) the heat of reaction is released as
saturated steam to the containment vessel atmosphere with sub-
sequent superheat from the released hydrogen burning and (2)
the total heats of reaction used to superheat the containment
vessel atmosphere. The change in the state properties of the
atmosphere with increased pressure is included. However, the
increased rate of heat removal by the air coolers from the atmo-
sphere due to increased temperature is not included. The reaction
heat is not assumed to raise the temperature of the reaction
vessel injection water to saturation. Hence, with these assump-
tions, the following estimate of the containment vessel metal-
water capability is conservative.

4In the event of a metal-water' reaction beginning at 30 s, with '

2,808 Btu /lb Zr heat transferred to the atmosphere as saturated
steam and 2,350 Btu /lb Zr transferred to the atmosphere as super-
heat, by subsequent hydrogen burning, the Davis-Besse containment

.

0077*
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l vessel can withstand 68.6 per cent metal-water reaction in
1,000 n. If all the metal-water reaction and subsequent hydrogen
burn energies are transferred to the atmosphere as superheat,
then the Davis-Besse vessel can withstand 37.1 per cent metal-
water reaction by 1,000 s. Figure 14-52 shows the per cent
metal-water reaction allowable for both cases as a function of
time after 30 s.

Ih.2.2.3 7 Environmental Analysis

The fission product release to the containment vessel, in the event of a LOCA
would be the gap activity of all ael rods plus the equilibrium coolant
activity. Of this release 50 p- cent of the iodine is assumed to plate out
within the containment vessel. . tis assumption is consistent with TID-lh8hh.

The dose from the activity available for release from the containment vessel
is then calculated for a leak rate of 0 5 per cent per day. This leakage
vould be into the shield building and penetration rooms which would be main-
tained at a negative pressure and all discharge to the environment would be
through charcoal filters. No credit is taken for holdup and decay within the
shield building. Iodine re= oval efficiency of the charcoal filters is
conservatively assumed to be 95 per cent. The atmospheric dispersion models
described in Appendix 2-B have been used in calculating doses for 0-2 hours,
2-2h hours, and 1-30 days.

(
The total integrated thyroid doses resulting from this LOCA fission product,

release are plotted in Figure lk-53 as a function of distance for 2-hour,
2h-hour, and 30-day exposures. In addition, the thyroid doses from a LOCA
are summarized in Table lh-16 Whole Body doses are of lesser significance
for this accident so.they were not calculated.

14.2.2.h Maximum Hypothetical Accident

lb.2.2.h.1 Identification of Accident

The analyses in the preceding sections have demonstrated that even in the
event of a loss-of-coolant accident, no significant core melting vill occur.
However, to demonstrate that the operation of a nuclear power plant at the
prope:ec site does not present any undue hazard to the general public, a
hypothetical accident involving a gross release of fission products has been
evaluated. No. mechanism whereby such a release occurs is postulated since it
would require a multitude of failures in the engineered safety features |1provided to prevent its occurrence. Fission products are assumed to be
released from the core as follows: 100 per cent of the noble gases, 50 per
cent of the halogens, and 1 per cent of the solids.

,

lb.2.2.h.2 Environmental Analysis'

7
.

In order to demonstrate the conservatism or margin in the design of the
containment and engineered safety features, this accident has been evaluated
using. a leak rate of 2.5 per cent per day. Meteorological models and iodine
removal efficiency are the same as for the loss-of-coolant'a nt.

p ; :n lk-61 00P;13
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The total i'ntegrated 'hyroid doses are plotted in Figure 1h-5h as a function .Ot

of distance from the reactor for 2-hour, 2h-hour, and 30-day exposures. )Corresponding whole body doses due to immersion in the cloud of beta and
gamma rndioactivity are shcvn in Figure 14-55

The resulting doses also are summarized in Table 14 16

14.2.2.5 Gaseous Radvaste Decay Tank Rupture

Rupture of a gaseous radvaste decay tank would result in the release of its
radioactive contents to the plant ventilation system and to the atmosphere
through the vent stack. This accident was analyzed in order to evaluate the
resultant integrated dose at the site boundary.

A tank is assumed to contain its maximum possible inventory of gas activity.
Atmospheric dilutien is calculated on the basis of the two-hour meteorological
model presented in Appendix 2-B. The integrated dose is evaluated, using
the immersion model, as a gamma-beta whole body exposure resulting from the :
radioactive Xe and Kr release. This dose is equal to 0.82 Rem, well below
the guideline values of 10 CFR 100.

14.2.2.6 Radiological Dose Summary

Table 1h-16 summarizes the calculated radiological dose at the exclusion
distance for each of the accident conditions.

1h.2.2.7 Loss of Intake Canal

Since the intake canal is not designed to Seismic Class I standards beyond
approximately 700 feet, it has been postulated that the Class II portion of
the canal can collapse following an earthquake. An analysis was made to
determine the adequacy of the stored water, in the Class I portion of the
intake structure and canal, to bring the station to cold shutdown.

3

The ratio of the areas of cross-sections of the intake canal and each of the
dikes is 3:1, therefore, even if both the dikes collapse into the canal there
vill still be one-third the total area available in the canal for water flow.
Even though a complete loss of the intake canal cannot be anticipated, a
complete loss of canal was, however, postulated for this analysis.

In case of an unlikely event of the loss of the intake canal, the reactor
Will be tripped and the station vill be maintained at hot standby with the.

auxiliary feedvater pumps for as long as condensate storage and other
demineralized water storage is available. Based on a minimum of one
condensate storage tank (250,000 gal.) being available for the
auxiliary feedvater pumps, the station can be kept at hot standby for 13 h.ours "

followed by a six (6) hour cooldown to 280 F. In this situation, the. service
water pumps will be brought into operation a minimum of 19 hours after the

6 loss of the canal.

For conservatism the water level in the canal prior to the collapse was }assumed at 560' I.G.L.D. The service water pump s,uction is at elevation V
8| 5h8' (see Figure 5.10-2). Approximately T.7 x 106 gallons of water is available.

/'
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_ between Sh8' and 560'. The water available as heat sink below Sh8' was not
considered.>

The design parameters used in this analysis and the results are given below.

DESIGN PARAMETERS:

6Volume of water available below elevation 560' = T.T x 10 gal. 8
= 64 x 106 lbs.

Surface area at elevation 560' = 165,000 ft2

Time period considered = 1h days

Average Decay Heat Rate (for lh day period) = h3 x 10 Btu /hr.
4

Total Decay Heat = 14.5 x 109 'Btu.

Weather data for Toledo (from Marley Hanr*?acok)
Max. dry bulb temperature F = 93

Max. vet bulb temperature F = TT

Latitude = 41 -36' N

Wind Velocity = 3 mph 3

Max. expected heat gain by solar radiation
(24 hr. average) = 130 Btu /hr-ft2

Minimum time after reactor shutdown the service = 19 hrs.
vater pumps are required

Service water temperature at the start of decay = 85 F (max.) |8heat removal system

CALCULATED DATA FOR COOLING POND:

Heat Removal Capability Water locs by
Pond Temn. F Btu /hr. evaporation-gal / min

Based on 160,000 ft2 surface area

160 160 x 106 330a

*1ho 60 x 10 120

130 h2.3 x 10 83
~

6120 ho.0 x 10 78

* Expected eouilibrium nond water temperature, since the total solar heat
g plus decay heat at 65 hours after shutdown approximately equals the [g

( removal capability.
o 0080.

,
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8| Time to raise the pond temper.ature to = 65 hours
lho F based on water elevation 560' and 3
assuming pond does not lose any heat )

.,

during this time (includes heat gain
3 by solar radiation)

8| Total water evaporated in 2h hours = 1 76 in. water depth
(for lho F water temperature)

8| Approximate time to evaporate water from = 17 days
elevation 560' to 557'-6 (assuming no
in-leakage)

8| An additional h2 days cooling vill be available by evaporating water between
elevation 557'-6" and 55h". Below elevation 553' the service water pumps
will not have enough submergence.g

8| Total time for which cooling is available 60 days"

after loss of intake canal.
.

FORMULAS USED

2
8| 1. W = moisture evaporated Ibs/hr-ft = (2h0 + 3.Ti;)(P,-P)

7000

Where P = saturation pressure of vapor at temperature t F, inchess
of mercury ,

P = actual vapor pressure of air, in. Hg
* ***#"8* "" *# **P *#" # * *

3

2. Total water evaporated = W lb x A ft2 x 1 gal. x Hr
Hr-ft2 8.25 lb 60 min

= gal / min

3 Heat removal rate = wha Btu /hr

latent heat of water, Btu /lbWhere h =

2A = surface area, ft

REFERENCES:
1

1. Cooling Tower Fundamentals and Application Principles, Published by
The Marley Company, Kansas City, Missouri.

2. Perry's Chemical Engineers' Handbook; Perry, Chilton, Kirkpatrick,
McGraw-Hill Publications, 4th Edition.

3. Kent's Mechanical Engineers' Handbook; J. Kenneth Salisbury, Wiley
Handbook Series, 12th Edition.

m
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Table 1k-16

Dose Calculation Su--nry

(Based on Exclusion Distance of 730 Meters)

Dose, re=
Ite 2-Hour 24-Hour 30-Day

Loss of Electric Power
Thyroid 0.004 ---- ----

Scean Line Failure -

Thyroid 0.25 ---- ----

Whole Body 0.002 ---- ----

Steam Generator Tube Failure
Thyroid 0.005 ---- ----

Whole Body 0.38 ---- ----

Rod Ejection Accident

: Thyroid 0.05 0.14 0.18

Loss-of-Coolant Accident
Thyroid 1.11 3.37 h.h2

Maximum Hypothetical Accident
Thyroid 221. 605 T21.
Whole Body 17.1 29.2 31.1

Fuel Handling Accident
Thyroid 2.25 i

---- ----

Whole Body 0.lk ---- ---- )

Gaseous Radvaste Decay
Tank Rupture

Whole body 0.82 ---- ----

_

..
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